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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

1. This research was commissioned to inform the development of a new programme - Better Together, Scotland’s Patient Experience Programme - which will systematically collect patient experience information across NHS Scotland and use this information to drive forward service improvements.

2. This report qualitatively examines the aspects of their health care that Scottish patients view as being important. The research includes the views of hospital inpatients, people with a long-term health condition and the views of people about general practice services. The results of this research will be used to help design a range of instruments which will gather patient’s experiences of healthcare as inpatients, users of GP services and people with long-term conditions.

Methods

3. Eight focus groups and four in-depth interviews were carried out between November 2007 and February 2008. Three focus groups covered hospital inpatients; three covered long-term conditions; and two focus groups plus four in-depth interviews covered general practice services. The research was designed to cover Health Boards throughout Scotland and be representative of rural, urban and remote populations and areas of high and low deprivation.

4. An additional two focus groups were carried out in June and July 2008 to cover people from Black and Minority Ethnic Groups and people from particular religion and faith groups. Six interviews were also completed with lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people. A total of 82 patients/service users were included in the research.

Main Findings

5. In general terms, patients hold the NHS in Scotland in very high regard. They are thankful to have the NHS, appreciate that they don’t have to pay directly for their care and treatment and see more positives than negatives about the services provided. However, patients who have had a negative experience tend to remember that over and above their positive experiences. The results of the groups fell into 5 main themes: access to systems and staff; environment and facilities; good communication and information; expert clinical care; and continuity and coordination.

It is interesting to note that these themes are similar to the five patient experience dimensions used by the Department of Health in England (access and waiting; safe, high quality coordinated care; building closer relationships; better information, more choice and clean, friendly and comfortable place to be) and resonate with the wider international literature on patient experience.
Access to systems and staff

6. Regarding GP Services, most patients had experienced their appointment being delayed. Some happily accept a wait of any length; some accept a short wait and others find that waiting is unacceptable, because of the implication of having to wait on their other plans.

7. Patients appreciated their practices being open later in the evenings and on weekends if possible. The option of a telephone consultation was viewed positively.

8. Most of the GP practices offered same-day appointment systems. However, it was important that people could get through to their practice by telephone to book an appointment and some patients did have trouble with this and found it difficult to get a convenient appointment. For practices offering same-day appointments, some also allowed people to book in advance. For practices that only booked appointments in advance some patients had to wait up to 3 weeks for an appointment.

9. For inpatients, it was important for people that they were assessed and treated quickly in an emergency. Patients appreciated knowing which doctor was in charge of their care and being able to see that doctor. They were particularly perturbed if they didn’t see their doctor or surgeon before an operation.

10. People with a long-term condition felt reassured to have details of a healthcare professional that they could contact at any time about their care or treatment.

11. Access to specialist services could be problematic and costly for patients from more remote and rural areas.

Environment and facilities

12. Patients appreciated their GP practice being close to home and easy to reach. Some liked the fact that they had a big practice that provided a wide range of services whilst others liked to have a small and more personal GP practice.

13. For most hospital inpatients, the hospital was in a convenient location for them, although those travelling by public transport sometimes faced long journeys. Getting NHS transport was sometimes difficult. Some patients found car-parking was limited at particular times of the day and the cost of parking at some sites was seen as high.

14. Cleanliness was of concern to most patients, with variation being seen between hospitals and within hospitals. Poor cleanliness was linked by some patients to infection control which was a major worry to them. Hand washing by staff was not always evident.

15. Patient had low expectations of hospital food, and the quality of food varied between hospitals. Some patients were worried that no-one checked whether patients had eaten any food.
16. Some of the women patients were concerned about having to share mixed-sex wards and bathroom facilities.

17. Some patients had difficulty in sleeping at night through noise from patients or staff and a few patients complained about a lack of privacy on the ward when discussing their condition with staff.

18. Entertainment facilities were important for patients but these varied between hospitals from nothing being provided at some hospitals to full entertainment systems at others. Some of the systems were seen as an expensive luxury.

19. Some patients from particular religions or faiths found it difficult to find a neutral (non Christian) place to pray and were sometimes unable to get copies of their prayer books.

**Good communication and information**

20. Patient saw good communication with staff as being an essential part of their care and treatment.

21. It was seen as important that doctors and other staff should be good at listening explaining things, should use plain, everyday language and have a good bed-side manner. Patients had difficulty in communicating with some staff, and there were particular problems for some patients with staff that had poor spoken English.

22. The amount of information was also very important to patients, many of whom received the right amount of information, although some had difficulty in getting the information they needed, and at the times that they needed it.

23. The format of information was also important for some people, for example people who have a visual impairment and require information in Braille.
Expert clinical care

24. Fundamental for all of the patients was that they were given the best quality care and treatment for their condition or illness. Some patients gave specific examples of where the skills and knowledge of NHS staff kept them alive. However, other patients also gave examples of where they were wrongly diagnosed or where they didn’t have confidence in the NHS staff.

25. Patients expected staff to be well trained and kept up-to-date with new developments.

26. For some patients, clinical skills of staff were seen as much more important than communication skills.

Continuity and coordination of care

27. Patients wanted continuity of care and for their care to be well coordinated by the NHS staff treating them.

28. Patients wanted to see the same healthcare professionals as often as possible throughout their care and treatment and to know that staff communicated with each other to coordinate their care. Patients noted that they lost confidence in their care if staff gave them conflicting information.

29. For hospital inpatients, discharge planning was particularly important.

Equality issues

30. In general terms, the issues raised from the equality groups were very similar to the general groups, with a few specific additional concerns in each case. For example, access to a “neutral” place of prayer and access to representatives of their own religion or faith was an issue for some people in the religion group. Patients from BME/ethnicity group found access to suitable food to be particularly difficult on occasions. Some of the LGBT patients we interviewed felt that they were not well understood and that there was a lack of specific information available to them.

Conclusions

31. This research identified what patients and users of the NHS see as the most important issues for them about their condition and treatment.

32. Although patients were largely very positive towards the NHS they also described specific instances where improvements could be made.
33. The issues identified fall into 5 broad themes:
   - Access to systems and staff
   - Environment and facilities
   - Good communication
   - Expert clinical care
   - Well coordinated care and treatment

34. The issues identified as being important and the subsequent themes are similar to themes identified from similar research elsewhere. For example, the Department of Health in England has 5 themes for their Public Service Agreement target on patient experience for both inpatient and primary care – Access and waiting, safe high quality co-ordinated care, better information more choice, building closer relationships and clean friendly and comfortable place to be.

35. While this research has described the issues that are important, this is only from the viewpoint of a relatively small group of people. This report doesn’t set out to assess the relative importance to patients and users of each of the issues. The next step of this programme is to design questionnaires that will allow large numbers of patients to assess the importance of each issue to them, the results of which will be published separately.
CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Scottish Executive is developing a new programme of work to collect systematic information about NHS patients’ experiences and to use this to improve services across Scotland – Better Together, Scotland’s Patient Experience Programme.

1.2 As part of this programme, researchers from Patient Perspective were commissioned to carry out research to collect the views of Scottish patients and carers on the relative importance of different aspects of health care. The research includes the views of hospital inpatients, people with a long-term health condition and the views of people about general practice services.

1.3 The objective of this research project is to identify the types of issues that are important to patients, although not to quantify the relative importance of the issues to the population. This research will feed into other research where large numbers of patients will be asked to rank the importance of each of the issues identified here. This, in turn, will be used to design instruments such as questionnaires to gather patients experiences of healthcare.
CHAPTER TWO: METHOD

2.1 This research used focus groups, supplemented by a small number of in-depth telephone interviews to gather information on what was important to patients in Scotland about the care they received. Focus groups were the preferred method as they allowed interaction between participants and a relatively large number of patients to be involved in the study. It was however difficult to organise a focus group on GP services in Stornoway, due to the remote nature of participant’s locations, therefore in-depth telephone interviews were carried out.

Focus group coverage

2.2 The groups were designed to cover rural and urban populations, areas of high and low deprivation, have roughly half men and women and be broadly representative of age (see table 2.1). The groups looking at long term conditions also contained people who were registered as being disabled. Groups were held in mornings, afternoons and evenings to allow for participation by working and non working members of the population.

Table 2.1 General focus group location and topics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health Board</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Population and Deprivation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lothian</td>
<td>Edinburgh</td>
<td>Inpatients</td>
<td>Urban deprived</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lothian</td>
<td>Edinburgh</td>
<td>Long-term conditions</td>
<td>Urban deprived</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanarkshire</td>
<td>Motherwell</td>
<td>Long-term conditions</td>
<td>Accessible rural, least deprived</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borders</td>
<td>Melrose</td>
<td>Long-term conditions</td>
<td>Accessible rural, least deprived</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glasgow</td>
<td>Glasgow</td>
<td>General Practice</td>
<td>Urban deprived</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forth Valley</td>
<td>Falkirk</td>
<td>Inpatients</td>
<td>Accessible rural, least deprived</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forth Valley</td>
<td>Falkirk</td>
<td>General Practice</td>
<td>Accessible rural, most deprived</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Isles</td>
<td>Stornoway</td>
<td>Inpatients</td>
<td>Remote rural, least deprived</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Isles</td>
<td>Stornoway/Benbecula</td>
<td>General Practice</td>
<td>Remote rural, most deprived</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3 An additional two focus groups were carried out in June and July 2008 to cover people of Black and Minority Ethnic Groups and people from particular religion and faith groups.

2.4 For the faith and religion group, carried out in Inverness, the group included patients with the following religions/faiths: Baha'i Faith, Buddhism, Christianity (Catholic and Protestant), Hinduism, Islam, Jehovah's Witnesses, Judaism, Mormonism, Paganism, and Sikhism.

2.5 The BME/ethnicity group, carried out in Glasgow included people from the following backgrounds Indian, Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Sudanese and Turkish.

2.6 We also carried out six interviews in Edinburgh with people who were either lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgender.

**Recruiting patients**

2.7 Patients were recruited for the groups using a variety of methods. The recruitment methods we used aimed to include as many people as possible that were not already involved with patient and public involvement activities. Patients were recruited principally using posters and leaflets distributed in local communities e.g. in libraries and shops. Where the response to the leaflets and posters was slow, information sheets were also sent to patient groups. Priority was given to patients who were not, for example, on patient and public involvement committees. Examples of the posters used for inpatients, long-term conditions and primary care are shown in Annex I.

2.8 The religion and faith focus group was organised through contacts at the Scottish Inter Faith Council and the BME/ethnicity group through REACH Community Health Project in Glasgow.

2.9 Before taking part in the focus groups, patients were given an information sheet explaining the nature and purpose of the group and then asked to sign a consent form, shown in Annex II. The consent form covered the following: that patients had read the information sheet and had the opportunity to ask questions, that participation was voluntary, that the group could be audio-taped, that photographs could be taken and that they could be contacted in the future about carrying out a videotaped interview.
Participants

2.9 Three focus groups were carried out with people that had recently been in hospital as inpatients. A total of 20 people attended the groups, which were held in Edinburgh, Motherwell and Stornoway, with 12 women and 8 men included. The participants were aged from 34 to 75 years. The reasons for people being admitted to hospital as an inpatient included: meningitis, Crohn’s disease, road traffic accident, broken bones, breast and bone cancer, hip-replacement and various cardiac conditions including having a pacemaker fitted.

2.10 Three focus groups were run for people with long term conditions. A total of 24 people attended the groups, which were held in Edinburgh, Motherwell and Melrose. The participants were aged from 26 to 83, and included people with the following conditions: osteoporosis, diabetes, asthma, angina, COPD, vasculitis, Dystonia, macular degeneration, Crohn’s disease. All of the groups included people who were registered as being disabled.

2.11 Two focus groups were carried out with people about their experiences of General Practice Services, in Glasgow and Stirling. An additional four telephone interviews were carried out with people in remote Western Isles locations. A total of 18 people were included, 13 women and 5 men. The participants were aged from 24 to 75 years. An additional 20 participants were included in the equality strand groups and interviews.

Focus group methods

2.12 Focus Groups were facilitated by an experienced researcher from Patient Perspective. The groups each followed a topic guide, with a separate guide for inpatients, long-term conditions and general practice services. The topic guides that were used for the research are shown in Annexes III – VIII.

Analysis

2.13 The focus groups and interviews were transcribed. Each discrete comment was identified and manually coded and the coded comments then sorted into related themes.
CHAPTER THREE: RESULTS

Introduction

3.1 This chapter describes the results in terms of the 5 key themes that have been identified – access to systems and staff, environment and facilities, good communication and information, expert clinical care and continuity and coordination. Other smaller issues are also described. Within each theme, the results are described for GP services, inpatients and long-term conditions. Verbatim comments from participants are used to illustrate each theme.

Access to systems and staff

3.2 Across all of the focus groups, people reported how important it was for them to be seen by the right service / healthcare professionals when needed. For some patients, particularly a number from BME/ethnicity group, easy access to services was a theme, with people being unsure why you needed to access particular services through other ones.

*I really don’t understand why I have to go to the GP if I know that I need to go to hospital. It makes no sense.* [BME/ethnicity G]

*I had a farcical situation when I went the A&E department. I had a recurrence of a problem that previously NHS24 had referred me to A&E where I was treated. When it recurred I went straight to A&E but they wouldn’t see me unless I phoned NHS24 from the hospital. So they made me phone NHS24 and they referred me to A&E and then they agreed to see me!* [BME/ethnicity G]

GP Services

3.3 Access to general practice services was seen as particularly important to people. Although, the person that patients turned to first depended to some extent on the nature of their health problem and the time of the day, it was normally the GP or, for minor concerns, a pharmacist. One person however reported using the website netdoctor.com as a first point of call.

*You decide depending on what it is. Sometimes you sweat it out, others you go the doctor and get an appointment.* [GP G]

*Minor illness, a cold or that you deal with it yourself. If there’s something that’s not quite right you’re going to call your doctor, depending on what time. If it’s during the night you call NHS24, if it’s the morning you’ll phone up and get an appointment.* [GP G]
3.4 For those that wanted to see a GP about their condition, some patients were happy to see any GP, whilst others felt that seeing a particular GP was more important. For example for some women, seeing a female GP was preferred. Others talked about particular GP’s they did not want to see due to previous negative experiences or other peoples opinions.

"Choices – I can’t get this choice thing into my head. All I want to know is when I go to see someone they won’t kill me and they have a passing medical knowledge. I don’t want to choose, how could I? [GP F]"

"I prefer to see a female doctor, I don’t mind the male ones, I just prefer the female ones. [GP F]"

"It depends, if you want to see a doctor urgently it could be any doctor. But I have to say, for me any doctor is OK, except this one doctor who I don’t have confidence in. I know different people and they don’t think well of him. [GP S]"

3.5 Most people had experienced having to wait beyond their appointment time to see their GP. For most people short waits were acceptable however longer waits were seen by some as unacceptable, principally because of the implications of this e.g. around missing public transport.

"Ten minutes late yesterday and that’s absolutely fine. They didn’t tell me but that was fine. It’s not nearly as bad as it used to be, used to be normally an hour and they had all the excuses but it’s never like that now. [GP G]"

"15 minutes is OK but longer than that I think it’s unacceptable. [GP F]"

3.6 All of the people attending the focus group were happy with their GP practice opening hours, despite most of the practices only being open during the daytime on working days. However, those that had practices that opened later found that to be useful on occasions.

"Mine is open some nighttimes and on Saturday mornings. [GP G]"

3.7 Many people found that it could be very useful to have a telephone consultation with a GP or nurse, although not all knew whether this was an option. This service was particularly appreciated as it provided reassurance on conditions that were of immediate concern.

"For me, for the kids, it more about getting reassured so I like to be able to speak to someone on the phone straight away. You’re worried about things like meningitis. [GP G]"
3.8 Being able to easily organise an appointment either urgently or a few days in advance was important for all of the people who attended the focus groups. For most, their GP practice operated a system where patients had to phone up in the morning or early afternoon to get an appointment that day. For some patients, this system suited them well. However, for other patients the system didn’t work well for them and their families. Although most of the patients were happy to phone up the same day for an appointment, some of them wanted to be able to book a routine appointment several days ahead and this wasn’t always possible.

My doctor opens at 8 and then you phone before 9 and you’ve got a pretty good chance of getting an appointment that day. You’ve also a good chance of seeing a doctor you want as there’s a couple of doctors I really don’t like and a couple I really do like. It’s quite straightforward. [GP G]

Can get same day, but you have to phone at half past eight. Problem is that when you phone at half past eight it’s very busy and you can’t get through. By the time you get through you’re left with a rotten time to see the doctor. I’ve got 4 children and you have to fit these appointments in with all the other things you do and you end up seeing a doctor you don’t want to see. They have 7 doctors and only one lady doctor and it’s quite difficult to get to see her [GP F]

3.9 A few patients were registered with GP practices where all appointments were booked in advance, and the wait to see a GP varied from a few days to several weeks.

Depends when you phone, it’s always busy in the morning. And they’ll say the first appointment I have is three weeks. This week I was lucky I got an appointment in 3 days. [GP G]

3.10 Getting through to the practice by telephone to arrange an appointment was a frustration for some patients, and had potentially harmful consequences for others.

Phones – they’re just engaged. They’ve got 11 lines and there constantly busy. [GP G]

My husband had a heart attack, I didn’t know at the time. It took me from 9.30 in the morning to 3 to get through to the practice, and they said bring him in. I said no and they eventually came round and called an ambulance straight away – had a very lucky escape there. [GP G]
3.11 Several of the patients had required **home visits** from doctors during the past year. For most of them this was accommodated without any problem. Although for one participant the home visit was not made as had been agreed.

> Yes, when I had major surgery and was at home, they visited me no problem [GP G]

> House calls – it depends on which practice sometimes, it’s inconsistent. We had one booked, but nobody turned up. Heads rolled that day. [GP F]

3.12 Many of the patients had phoned **NHS24** when their GP practice was closed. Although most patients had low expectations of the service, having heard **horror stories** the experiences related were all very positive.

> Phoned up the 24, and they told me to go up to Easterhouse, and they referred me to emergency ENT and it was all brilliant. All done within 2 hours start to finish. [GP G]

> So it’s a good service, you phone them and they then phone you back, and they give you advice, or go to the out-of-hours practice or they’ll arrange a house call. [GP F]

**Inpatients**

3.13 For those that had been a hospital inpatient, there were also concerns about accessing services and staff when they needed. When admitted to hospital as an emergency, one person was particularly worried about how long he had to wait to be assessed and the potential implications. Similarly, for elective admissions, several who had people waited for surgery were worried about how long they would have to wait for their operation and the potential risks to their health during their wait. Several people were also concerned about where they were sent for procedures and whether this was fair e.g. some patients being sent to private hospitals.

> It took me 2 hours to be assessed with a head injury. [IP E]

> Because of having cancer I was wanted to get admitted for my surgery as soon as possible and I had to wait nearly 2 months, which worried me. [LTC E]

> Some people get to go to the private hospital at Murrayfield, but I had to go to the Royal, and this seems unfair to me. [LGBT E]
3.14 Once admitted to hospital, people were aware that there was one **doctor in charge** of their care, and most felt reassured and confident as a result of seeing that doctor. However, several people were disconcerted about not seeing their consultant at all during their stay, or worried by the fact that they has not spoken with their surgeon before an operation. They often attributed their problems in seeing a doctor to a lack of time available to the doctors.

*They came to see me twice a day the surgeons and I couldn’t fault them and when I went to see them again, they were there and I saw them again and that's what you want.* [IP E]

*No, I never met the surgeon until I went into the theatre, and I would have preferred to speak to him before.* [IP S]

3.15 Although people preferred to see the doctor in charge of their care, most agreed that they could arrange see a more junior doctor if their consultant was not available.

3.16 **Access to nursing staff** was also highlighted as an issue for several of the patients. Although nurses were generally available in sufficient numbers, a few patients expressed concern at the shortages of nurses on particular occasions or at particular times of day or night.

*I felt that there was a shortage of nursing staff at particular times, not at all times, particularly for help with washing and things like that.* [IP E]

3.17 Some patients, particularly in the BME/ethnicity and religion/faith focus groups, were concerned that it was sometimes difficult to be examined or treated by a doctor or nurse of their gender. Some women found this to be particularly distressing, although it was noted as a problem for some men as well. However, for most patients this was seen as something that was less important in an emergency.

*For me there’s a real problem with getting to see a lady doctor and there can be a real fuss about this. Particularly for gynaecology and things like that it causes a lot of embarrassment, and the thing is that there’s lots of lady doctors around so it should always be possible* [Religion I]

*Well it’s more of a preference really, I would always prefer to see a woman if at all possible. If there’s no option then I would see a male doctor.* [Religion I]

3.18 Access to representatives from their own faith or religion was a problem for many of the patients in the religion/faith group. Normally access to a chaplain was offered, but patients were unsure about their role. For some religions/ faith groups systems were not in place to allow them to contact someone of their own religion/ faith, and for others the systems made contacting someone rather difficult.
I was asked whether I wanted to see a chaplain at some point, but I knew they wouldn’t see things from my perspective so I didn’t bother. [Religion I]

Well you can tick a form to say that you want to be visited by a chaplain, but the problem is if you move wards they won’t tell the chaplain because of the data-protection act. [Religion I]

**Long-term conditions**

3.19 For people with a long-term condition, access to staff was also important. For the majority, the most important thing for them was that they were able to contact someone about their condition quickly if needed – whether they used this facility or not. This was seen as offering great reassurance. Most of the patients had the name and telephone number of someone to contact, and had used the number. Even those patients who had not used the number appreciated the security of having it available. On the other hand, people who hadn’t been given contact details, described the anxiety that had caused them.

*I have a direct contact at the hospital and phone them up directly if I needed, and I have done that and that’s fine.* [LTC B]

*If you can phone your consultant makes an awful difference to you, but if you’ve got no-one you can phone you can get very anxious.* [LTC E]

**Access to staff for people in rural area problems**

3.20 For some of the patients in rural areas, the specialist care or facilities that they needed were not available locally. For these people they felt that, if possible, these services should be available closer to where they lived.

*However, the specialist treatment I need is not available locally – only in Ninewells Dundee and there is a dispute about costs. This stops me from working.* [LTC B]

*It’s not like a big city where many services are available locally.* [LTC B]
Environment and facilities

3.21 Although not directly linked to their clinical care, many aspects of the healthcare setting were important to people.

GP Services

3.22 For all of the participants, the most important thing was that their GP practice was close to their home.

*It's essential that it’s close by.* [GP F]

3.23 People talked about two types of GP practices. Some liked the fact that their practice provided a wider range of services than just a GP practice, whilst others liked the fact that they had a small practice who they felt were a bit more personal.

*My practice has got everything, and that’s really good - lots of different services in my practice, cardiographs, lots of tests, they have diabetic clinics, nurses, doctors all sorts of people. Sisters, nursing staff, District Nurses, Phlebotomist. [GP G]*

*My practice is only a doctor and a chiropodist every 6 weeks, but it’s small and they really care about you and know who you are.* [GP G]

Inpatients

3.24 For most people, particularly those that had their own transport, the location of their hospital was convenient for them and relatively easy to get to. However, some people who relied on public transport, even those living in a city centre or relatively close to their hospital, had long journeys to the hospital. One person lived quite close to the hospital but found that because of the bus route, they had a long journey.

*Public transport from Grangemouth is useless. One bus to Falkirk and then another to Stirling. It takes a very long time, although it’s no distance.* [IP F]

3.25 All of the people who had been inpatients on Stornoway had also been treated on the mainland in Glasgow, Inverness or Edinburgh. The systems and support available for getting to and from the mainland hospitals by plane of ferry were highly rated, with travel tickets and hotels for visitors being organised for them.
Transport – there’s a travel office in town, and they organise the flight and everything – well you pay the first £10, but it’s a brilliant service, you don’t have to worry about anything. [IP S]

3.26 Several people had needed help with getting to and from the hospital and it had sometimes been difficult to organise this. It was felt by one participant that the criteria for being able to get transport could be too stringent.

They have transport but they have criteria and it’s quite difficult to get that. [IP F]

3.27 Several patients found that once they had reached the hospital, there was still a long way to go to reach the actual clinic. For one person this was a particular problem.

One thing is the distance from the car-park to the clinics. If you’ve got a stick or something or a wheelchair, it’s a ½ hour walk from the bus-stop to even where the clinics start. [IP E]

3.28 Most of the patients that have their own transport had concerns about the car parking - either the availability of parking spaces or the cost. For most patients, the availability of car-parking spaces was limited and at peak times it could be very difficult to find a space. Even the patients that had disabled (blue badge) parking permits sometimes found it difficult to park. At some of the hospitals, the car parking was free for patients and visitors, and at others payment was required, and several patients complained about car parking charges as a matter of principle. For others, a small parking change was seen as quite acceptable. Some patients felt the costs were very high, particularly for visitors if they were in hospital for a long stay. For one person who lived in the Borders but whose husband had been in hospital in Edinburgh for specialist treatment not available locally, this had proved to be very expensive.

We’ve got a blue badge but you can never get in them spaces. [LTC B]

The only problem I have ....is the parking fee which I think it’s a disgrace – it’s taking advantage of people that are unwell, it’s legalised theft in my opinion - that seems terribly unfair from my point of view. [IP E]

Husband was in for 2 weeks, and had to spend about 50 quid on parking. It’s not just being able to afford it; it’s the principle of the thing. [LTC B]
3.29 **Cleanliness** was an issue that concerned a large majority of the focus group participants. People described significant variations in the level of cleanliness they experienced. Some described very good levels of cleanliness and, on the contrary, some patients described dirty conditions. Several people who were transferred between different wards or hospitals noted variations in the levels of cleanliness. Problems with cleanliness were attributed by some to poor supervision rather than the cleaners themselves.

*Cleanliness – this is the cleanest hospital I’ve ever seen. [IP S]*

*Some of the other hospitals are caked in muck. [IP S]*

*It depends which ward. The ITU and CCU were spotless, both unbelievable. The general ward absolutely shocking, like a different class of cleaner. [IP E]*

3.30 A number of people related the cleanliness of the hospital to **infection control** and particularly to MRSA infection. Several were worried about catching MRSA to such an extent that one was considering not attending for her planned operation. As well as cleanliness, some people highlighted the behaviour of staff in relation to infection control. This mainly centred around **hand-washing**, with examples of good and bad practice being given.

*I’m very worried because I have to go into hospital and I may catch MRSA – it’s a killer. [LTC B]*

*We sat outside the ward and when the nurse came out she washed her hands before going in. [IP S]*

*Had a doctor that came along, and he went in and held on to a patients hand and spoke to them and then went to the next patient and held their hand and no hand washing and I think that’s wrong these days. [IP F]*

3.31 Most people had quite low expectations for the quality of the **food**, with their expectations being that the food should be of adequate quality. Comments on the quality and amount of food varied considerably depending on the hospital from the very positive to the very negative. Patients who had been to different hospitals (within and outside the same Health Board) noticed the variations between hospitals and some linked the variation in food quality to whether it was prepared at the hospital or off-site.

*I think the food quality was acceptable and that’s all you can expect. [IP S]*
You get an awful lot here. Food in the Western Isles hospital is as good as you’ll get anywhere. [IP S]

Disgusting. [IP E]

3.32 People preferred to have a choice of food and this was generally offered, but not always made available. Of more concern to a number of people was that staff did not monitor the amount of food eaten by patients. One person noted the special care that she felt that she received and really appreciated.

My only observation is that no-one monitors what people eat or don’t eat. [IP S]

Well after my operation I couldn’t eat anything, but late at night I was really hungry and one of the nurses asked them to make an omelette for me. They also made toast for people sometimes. [Religion I]

3.33 For some from the BME/ethnicity or religion/faith focus groups, getting the correct food was sometimes difficult.

Well they can provide Halal meat but it has to be brought in specially. Not many people here know about Halal food, and fish for example is perfectly OK, but they don’t always know that. [Religion I]

Kosher food is not available but there are so few Jewish people here that this is understandable. In Glasgow hospitals it’s no problem, but not here in Inverness. [Religion I]

3.33 All of the women in the groups had concerns about being mixed-sex facilities. They were all accommodated in a single-sex bay within a mixed-sex ward but most were uncomfortable about the ward itself. However, it was accepted that people may have to be in a mixed-sex high dependency or emergency wards.

...can’t bear [mixed-sex wards] [IP F]

I’ve had to rush to the loo and there’s a naked man standing there. [IP E]

3.34 Several people had difficulty in sleeping at night because of the noise of other patients or staff. Some felt that the noise was generally avoidable. Others felt that all possible was done to avoid noise.
Everything was OK, but the first night with a head injury and they put me in a ward with all elderly ladies and they were making noise all night long, and my head really really hurt and I needed some quiet at that time. [IP E]

Noise at night, and it’s avoidable, is a problem. [IP S]

3.35 A number of people complained about the lack of privacy on the ward, with their condition or treatment being discussed so that other people on the ward could hear. On the same theme of privacy, several people were concerned in particular about the gowns they were given before and after surgery and how embarrassing they found them.

A bit more privacy, when a doctor or nurse is talking through your medical history, would be appreciated as everyone on the ward can hear it. [IP E]

These gowns, post or pre operation it’s just totally acceptable. This overrides religion. It just adds to your vulnerability. [Religion I]

3.36 Patients talked about the availability and cost of TVs, telephones and radios at their bedside. Availability varied between hospitals and wards and in some cases nothing was provided. In others, facilities were provided but they were not always adequate. Others had entertainment systems at each bedside but such systems were seen as luxury rather than a necessity by most patients. However, where available the cost of the systems (up to £3.90 a day) was thought to be expensive by some of the patients, particularly for people on low incomes.

...at St Johns I had absolutely nothing, there was a pair of headphone hanging on the bed, but that didn’t work, there was nothing. [IP E]

The TV system, it’s alright, it’s expensive but good. It’s not a necessity, but if you’re sitting there bored it’s ideal. There’s nothing to do. There is a TV room if you can get around. [IP E]

If you’re on benefits, £11 a week is a lot of money. Most people think it’s a bit of a rip off really. [IP E]

3.37. There was debate in the inpatient groups about the use of mobile phones in hospital. Most patients would have liked to use their mobile phone and saw it as a good way of keeping in touch with friends and relatives. Some hospitals were noted as allowing the use of mobile phones, but not all, and patients commented on the apparent inconsistency.
Most people texting their families, helps to pass the time, very exciting if you get a text back. [IP E]

We couldn’t use mobiles and that was a pain. You’re not allowed to and last time they confiscated it until I left. It’s a load of nonsense because the pagers use the same system. [IP F]

3.38 For a number of patients from particular religions, the provision of prayer facilities was very important to them. Although there was normally a designated area available it was generally the “chapel” which for some had Christian connotations. Additionally, prayer books and holy books were not always available, something that some patients should be quite easy to remedy.

It needs a place of worship that is neutral, not with a Christian name and not with Christian things, more for everyone. Although the one here may not officially be Christian, it’s definitely not Muslin. [Religion I]

Also in hospital place of worship it needs to have the prayer books and holy books for all of the religions, that’s not available at the moment. [Religion I]

Long-term conditions

3.39 Most of the patients had regular appointments for their condition or treatment with specialist doctors or nurses, so the location of the appointment was important to them. For some of them, getting to the hospital was relatively quick and simple but for other patients, particularly in rural areas, getting to the hospital was difficult or expensive. Cost, for some patients, was an issue and although they were able to reclaim the costs of their travel, it did still prove to be expensive for some, particularly where many hospital visits were required. Volunteer drives were seen as absolutely essential for some patients.

Transport is a huge problem for this part of the world, particularly on a Sunday. [LTC B]

I can claim transport costs back – by bus or train entire amount. I can’t travel by bus, so have to use the car. I get 8 pence a mile for the car, about a quarter of the actual cost. [LTC B]

3.40 Some patients appreciated being able to be treated at home as often as possible. Going to a local clinic was also seen by some as a better option than having to go to hospital.
I’d rather be treated at home in comfort than being in hospital and also blocking a bed for someone that’s really ill. [LTC B]

I have a nurse that comes round to the house, or I go to see her at the local clinic. That, for me without doubt is better than going up to the hospital. [LTC B]

Good communication and information

3.41 Respondents identified the way that staff communicate with them and the amount and type of information they were given as being important to them. All participants across all the focus groups, saw clear verbal communication with the staff as being an essential part of their care and treatment. The most important aspects of good communication was doctors and nurses being good at listening to their patients, if they were to understand their patients’ problems. Most people who attended the focus groups felt that staff were good at listening. However, some patients were concerned when they felt that the staff didn’t listen to them and of the potential consequences.

It’s most important that they take time to listen, can talk to you, examine you thoroughly. [GP F]

I had severe problems and he just jumped to conclusions - wasn’t prepared to listen to me, wouldn’t look at my notes to see my medical history. [IP S]

3.42 It was also felt that staff should be good at explaining things. When doing this participants talked about how staff should also try to use plain, everyday language, free of jargon wherever possible. Some people said that they had problems in understanding doctors who had poor spoken English.

They need to explain why they’re doing it, I just don’t take it. They’re usually pretty good at that, they don’t mind. [IP E]

I’ve no complaints about the doctor, she explains everything to you and you come out feeling good. I’ve been to other doctors and you come out feeling frustrated. [GP G]

We have lots of foreign doctors here, and I just find them really quite difficult to understand. They’re friendly enough. [IP S]
3.43 A **good bed-side manner** for doctors, and other staff, was also seen as important. Again, although most patients felt that this was the case for most staff, for some patients there were difficulties with the manner of some staff. Several patients found the **form of communication** used by the staff to be rather too informal.

*When they speak to you nicely, it makes you relax and that’s important.* [IP E]

*Should certainly have a bedside manner, but unfortunately there’s one or two here that just don’t have that at all. I’ll have to see one again. It’s his attitude - he sits behind his desk looking down, twiddling his pen, avoiding eye contact and there was a bad atmosphere – didn’t ask me how I was, made me feel uncomfortable.* [IP S]

3.44 People also identified the **amount of information** given to them as being important. This was particularly important for people with a long-term condition to manage. For most patients, the amount of information was about right. However, some found it difficult to get the information they needed. One patient preparing for a sex-change found great difficulty in getting suitable information. A few patients, though, described being given too much information.

*My doctors had a team and they were marvellous at explaining what was going on and what was not going on.* [IP E]

*They are often reluctant to tell people everything. Doctors sometimes think that they know best, but it’s my body and I insisted on getting information but people are reluctant to ask the doctor questions.* [LTC E]

3.45 For people with a long-term condition, they spoke about the importance of information when they were **first told their diagnosis**. They referred to the shock of being told of their condition and that sometimes insufficient information and support was available to them.

*No, not enough it’s a shock and you don’t know who to turn to.* [LTC M]

*... sent home with no information, no after care, no follow up, nowhere to turn to, sent home and basically dumped.* [LTC B]

3.46 The **format** of information was also identified as being important to several patients. Two patients gave examples of how the information that they needed was not available in the format they needed, one patient being blind and another who has a poor memory because of her condition.
[Blind person] Received a couple of letters yesterday, and my husband said repeatedly why don’t they send it on tape, he’s very good but he won’t be around for ever. Also you don’t always want someone reading your mail. As many times as you tell people to put in on tape, the letter comes again. I’ve got not help at all from the NHS for being blind. [LTC B]

Expert clinical care

3.47 Fundamental for all of the patients we spoke to was that they were given the best quality care and treatment for their condition or illness. A number of people reported how they had been kept alive by NHS staff.

The main thing for me is they took me from an ambulance and kept me alive when I could have died. [IP E]

I was unconscious with Meningitis and my family said they were brilliant in ITU. [IP E]

I had a bad experience in that the op was due to last a couple of hours. When I came round I couldn’t breathe and I was in recovery for 7 hours. The staff kept me alive and kept my wife informed and they came to see me afterwards and told me what happened and that was reassuring. [IP F]

3.48 Patients expected their doctors and other staff to have had the training they needed and be kept up-to-date with new developments.

It’s a question of trust. You hope they read the journals and keep up to date, but you never know. [IP F]

Most important, is that they are medically qualified. [IP S]

3.49 Although good communication had been identified as being important, a number of people stated that it was more important for them that the medical staff that treated them should have sound clinical skills and experience over good communication skill. However, some patients gave examples where clinical care, or staff did not appear to have the knowledge or skills required.

As long as they’re competent I don’t care about anything else. [IP E]
Gave me a whole body scan for a problem with my foot which I thought was the idea of an absolute madman, just ridiculous and what a waste of NHS funds. [LTC E]

3.50 People also identified the diagnosis of a condition as being crucial and how reliant they were on medical staff to use their expertise to make the right diagnosis. Several people were quite upset to experience delays or errors in being given their diagnosis. For most patients, getting their diagnosis was quite upsetting for them and their family.

I got treated for sciatica for a couple of years and it turned out to be cancer. It was a secondary from breast cancer I had 11 years before. If I could find out that this is common from the internet, how come the doctors didn’t know? [LTC E]

Nightmare – diagnosed in Nottingham, referred to Guy’s and Thomas’s and then when I moved here they refused to accept that diagnosis. Now after 3 years, they have accepted the diagnosis. [LTC B]

3.51 The issue of pain management was highlighted by a number of people as being a clinical area where improvements could be made.

The doctor didn’t indicate whether they could give me stronger painkillers, so all night long I was in pain until the doctors came back next day. [IP E]

I was meant to see the pain management team and I’m still waiting. [IP F]

3.52 Although most of the people felt that they were receiving the best available care and treatment, several people with long-term conditions were concerned that the most up-to-date care and treatment was not always available for them.

Concerns – you read leaflets about advances and when you bring it up they say oh we don’t use that even though it’s thought to have a much better effect, so not sure I’m getting the best treatment. [LTC M]
Continuity and coordination of care

3.53 Many of the concerns that patients had about their care and treatment were related to continuity of care and the coordination of care at different times of their hospital stay and between different staff. All of the people who attend focus groups stated a preference for seeing the same doctors and nurses about their care and treatment throughout for that condition or illness if possible. This was the case for patients seeing their GP, those in hospital as an inpatient, patients going back for a follow-up appointment and particularly for patients that have been admitted to hospital often for their condition. Seeing the same person was seen as important, both because of their understanding of the condition and also for the personal relationships that could be built up. Some patients had seen the same professional for a long period and this was much appreciated. However, some patients have been frustrated to see different members of staff at different visits, who they didn’t think had the same understanding of their condition and who they didn’t have the same personal relationship with. It was seen as less important to see the same nurses, although continuity of staff was highlighted by several patients.

All the main doctors I have seen since my childhood and I still see them which is great. [LTC E]

I’ve been to the diabetic clinic and every time I go I see a different doctor, some that I’ve never seen before. Some are that are absolutely excellent and some that simply don’t understand what I’m saying to them and I find that quite frustrating as they’re not understanding. But the past 2 times I’ve had the same lovely doctor and he has understood and it’s been very nice. [LTC E]

At the moment I’ve not seen the same person twice at hospital. [IP E]

3.54 Seeing different doctors, for some people was puzzling, others saw it as only being for the benefit of the staff and not the patients and several noted that a lot of time had to be spent with new doctors in explaining details of their medical history.

I couldn’t understand that you go to see a total stranger. Saw same consultants for years, surgeon did my operation a years ago and I’ve never seen him since. [LTC E]

I see this process of seeing a different person every time a pain to be honest. Seeing a different person every time is not to my benefit it’s to the benefit of the hospital really. [IP S]
3.55 A number of people expressed their frustration at the lack of communication between staff with key information not being passed on or recorded in the medical records. Poor coordination was a particular worry for some of the hospital inpatients. Two patients gave examples of where poor coordination could have resulted in medical mistakes being made.

*I’m allergic to some of the medication and find I had to say it to the nurses every time and they said it’s not on your medical records, but I know that it is on the records because I’ve told them every time. [IP E]*

*I was admitted as an emergency. The doctor was attending me and taking a lot of tests but when I arrived to the ward they changed the doctor and he didn’t take any further action, there was no sequence and the attitude was very different. I wanted to see the same doctor again. I was very worried because it was a head injury and I thought I might die. [IP E]*

3.56 Because of their condition and treatment, a number of the patients received care from different hospitals and different healthcare professionals at different times. Several of them became frustrated and concerned at the lack of communication and coordination between different professionals, sometimes as a result of poor IT systems. Patients also highlighted that communication between hospitals in the same Health Board was sometimes poor. Several patients noted that the staff were not helped by the fact that the computer systems at different hospitals do not communicate with each other.

*Co-ordination from different places is rubbish. [IP F]*

*Couldn’t get blood result – went to the GP, nothing from the hospital in about 6 months - the GPs haven’t received anything, not from the last check-up or the one before it. [LTC B]*

*It’s non-existent. There are sometimes arguments between Hairmyres and the Beatson. [LTC M]*

3.57 People were also concerned that information also took a long time to get from the hospital to their GP. Another wondered why electronic methods are not used more. However, one patient from a rural area particularly appreciated the efforts of staff to organise all his appointments for the same day.

*There’s a discharge letter that goes to the GP. I left hospital three weeks ago and yesterday the GP hadn’t received that – it goes out by ordinary post. [LTC B]*
We need joined-up medicine and they don’t talk to each other. I don’t understand why when you leave hospital, things are sent to the GP by post and get caught up with the Christmas post rather than sending electronically. [IP S]

3.58 People that had a lot of contact with NHS services sometimes became tired of having to explain over and again to staff about their condition and possible side-effects of medications.

Taking warfarin for 22 years, can’t tell you how often I have to tell people that I shouldn’t be given aspirin as well. [LTC E]

Also reading the notes – they don’t read notes, no central base of data. Explain to ambulance people what my allergies are, then the A&E people, then the ward staff. [LTC B]

3.59 A particular problem noted by several of the patients was that the medical records or test results were sometimes mislaid.

BDG lost my notes in August. [LTC B]

When I go to hospital they haven’t got my notes so they write it up on post-it notes to add on later. [LTC B]

3.60 Being given inaccurate or conflicting information undermined some of the patients’ confidence in the care they received. One participant was very concerned that they had mistaken her for another patient, and another became so concerned over a number of mistakes being made over her medication that she arranged for emergency care to be carried out by her GP at home. Another lost confidence in their care and treatment as a result of conflicting advice. One patient noted that his confidence had been shaken by the staff saying different things.

In May I was told I wasn’t monitoring my diabetes very well. Well I don’t have diabetes and they then discovered that it was someone else’s blood results. It was a guy called James, my name is Jane. Their communication is appalling. That was at the Western. [LTC E]

Now I remain at home if I have an episode, and my GP looks after me so I don’t get the wrong medications even if I’m housebound for 6 weeks that’s safer. [LTC B]
They don’t always sing from the same hymn book – I was prescribed pain killers by one doctor and then another one phoned me up to ask if I knew they were highly addictive and did I really want to be taking them? [LTC M]

3.61 Some of the people that were admitted to hospital from the waiting list found that the information they had been given on what would happen when they arrived at the hospital was inaccurate. For example someone advised to arrive at the hospital early one morning wasn’t seen as soon as they were told, this causing then some difficulties later in the day because of their diabetes. Another patient who was told they would have to wait a long time for their bed was seen much sooner than expected.

When I got to the admissions lounge they said there wasn’t a bed, I was still there at 1.30 (5 hours) and I had to be in theatre at 2 o’clock. If it was planned there should have been a bed available. I was rather annoyed as I had to get someone to bring me through, that really did annoy me. I had nothing to eat between 9 am and as a diabetic that caused me some problems. [IP F]

When the bed was available it was all a bit of a rush and I wasn’t really ready to be honest with you. [IP S]

3.62 Several patients were given too little warning of when they would be admitted, with one patient from Stornoway given to little notice of her appointment. Several patients also were frustrated about the lack of planning that went into their care. One patient felt that the staff were not active enough in treating him.

I never ever felt that there was a plan. I would like to have been told what’s happening and what’s expected and that every day or two. [IP E]

When I had chronic pain, it was never clear to me who should be the lead in that – the consultant, my GP or me? [IP S]

3.63 The views on shared-decision making were split between those that wanted to leave the decisions to the medical staff and those that wanted to be more involved in their own decisions.

It’s all well and good but sometimes I just don’t feel well enough to look after myself and that’s when I need help. [IP E]

My husband completely goes along with the medical people, but I won’t stand for that. [LTC B]
3.64 For patients that had been a hospital inpatient, the smooth coordination of their discharge from hospital was particularly important to them. For most patients, their discharge from hospital was relatively well organised, with several patients describing being given a care package. However, for some it wasn’t as seamless. Some patients had difficulty getting the transport they needed to get home. One patient from Stornoway was irritated to be asked to go to Glasgow for what appeared to be an unnecessary follow-up appointment.

They did a care package for me to do with the pacemaker. That was brilliant. [IP S]

...try to get you out as quick as possible, and then all the follow up was organised for me back home. [IP E]

Discharge – communication is dreadful, don’t get information sent to GPs, social workers, etc. [IP S]

Other issues

3.65 One theme that emerged from the inpatient and long-term conditions groups was the concern that some patients had over private sector involvement in healthcare.

From a political point of view, I’m very much against attempts to privatise the NHS, totally opposed to that. NHS has to be an entity, has to sit together. [IP E]

Deterioration in cleanliness came when they brought in private contractors. Used to be spotless, not now. [IP E]

3.66 One patient related the high costs of buying toiletries at the hospital to the hospital being owned by a private company.

Even the price of things in that hospital, it’s ridiculous. Just like personal things from the shop, it’s ridiculous. I had to wait 3 days for someone to bring me in some cleaning products and stuff, and added to the parking it’s just too much and then you’re bored and you want to watch television and that’s more money. [IP E]

3.67 Outside of the NHS, patient support groups were very important for many of the patients.

Once a month I go to a group and they tell me about new drugs on the market. [LTC B]
The surgeon suggested I looked at the Dystonia Website from there found local support groups. There was a specialist nurse who was brilliant. [LTC M]

The Haven - have never left, amazing care place, everything I needed, nurse, counselling, therapy, it's wonderful. It's for anyone with a life limiting illness, MS, MND, and PD. See same people going in, all meet up and discuss problem, or not. Open to anyone. [LTC M]

3.68 Although the focus groups and interviews focused on the issues that patients and users of the NHS felt could improved, most of the patients were also very keen to express the high regard that they felt for the NHS. Several of the patients described that they were thankful or fortunate to have an NHS, and one that we'd be in a fine predicament without the NHS. Two patients gave examples of how grateful they were that NHS staff had kept them alive in an emergency. Several patients made comparisons to how they perceived the NHS in relation to healthcare provided in other countries. There was also agreement that there were more good things than bad about the NHS. Many of the patients noted that the NHS being free at the point of delivery was something than was important to them. However, one patient commented that although they saw a lot more pluses than minuses, it was the one minus that people remember.

The main thing for me is they took me from an ambulance and kept me alive when I could have died. [IPE]

I was unconscious with Meningitis and my family said they were brilliant in ITU. [IPE]

We get a health service that is free, a person in Chile and the poor people in Chile have no NHS, there is no provision for NHS at all. We’re really really lucky with what we’ve got. We’re complaining, we don’t know how fortunate we are. [LTC1]

3.69 Several patients welcomed the idea of having an opportunity to feedback the good and bad things about their care when they leave hospital. Another supported the idea but sounded a note of caution.

A questionnaire at the end of your stay would be good, like a consumer feedback as it where. I think that's a great idea and that's your opportunity to say what's good and what's needing improved. [LTC M].

They need feedback, but whether they act on it, well that's another thing. [LTC M]
**Ranking Issues Exercise**

3.70 As part of each focus-group we asked patients to take part in a card-sort exercise. On each of 25-30 cards was an issue that had been highlighted in previous research as being important to patients. We asked patients to organise the cards into three groups – 1 very important, 2 fairly important and 3 least important.

We have analysed the results of the card-sort and have identified the highest and lowest 5 ranked items for inpatients, long-term conditions and GP services. Although only a relatively small number of patients participated in the card-sort the results do compare with similar published ranking exercises.

In general terms, inpatients rate aspects related to their immediate clinical care as more important than issues related to the environment, so the most important issues included doctors knowing enough about the patient’s condition and treatment, staff cleaning hands, confidence in doctors, being given the best treatment and being told risks and benefits of treatment. Items ranked as least important including car-parking, noise at night, choice of hospital, travelling time to hospital, use of mobile phones in hospital. See table 3.1.

For people with a long-term condition items ranked as most important were similarly related to clinical care – getting a diagnosis as soon as possible, having as much information as needed, seeing doctors who are experts, having the best available treatment. Items ranked as least important were about emotional support, healthy lifestyle advice, support for friends and family and being seen on time. See table 3.2.

For people using GP services, again, items ranked as most important were generally related to medical care, including – the doctor giving clear explanations of treatment, being open with patients, confidence in doctors, getting the best treatment available. Lower ranked items were mainly about health advice – on contraception, safer sex, healthy alcohol intake and smoking cessation. See table 3.3.
**Table 3.1** Most important and least important items for inpatients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Most important</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doctors knowing enough about my condition and treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff cleaning their hands between touching patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling confident in the doctors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being told the risks and benefits of any treatment in a way I can understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getting the best treatment for my condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Least important</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low noise levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being able to park easily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having a choice about which hospital I go to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not having to travel a long way to get to hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being allowed to use my mobile phone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.2** Most important and least important items for people with a long-term condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Most important</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Getting a diagnosis as quickly as possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having as much information as about my condition as I need</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeing doctors who are experts in my condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having the best available treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being able to get an appointment quickly when I need one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Least important</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getting emotional support when I need it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having help to live a healthy lifestyle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support for my friends and family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being seen on time when I go for appointments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having a support group with similar people</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.3** Most important and least important items regarding GP services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Most important</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The doctor giving me clear explanations of my condition or treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The doctor being open with me about my condition and treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getting the best treatment for my condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being treated with dignity and respect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling confident in the doctor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Least important</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The health centre being open at the weekend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being given advice on contraception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being given advice on safer sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being given advice on healthy alcohol intake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being given advice on stopping smoking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER FOUR: CONCLUSIONS

4.1 This research into the issues that patients see as important about the NHS in Scotland has highlighted a great deal of good will towards and support for the NHS. Patients are generally thankful to have an NHS and compare the free provision of services at the point of contact to what they see as a much worse service in other countries. Some patients gave examples of where the NHS had kept them alive in an emergency.

4.2 In addition to the positive aspects of their care, patients also highlighted a number of themes which they saw as important and in which room for improvement was possible. The themes identified by patients were:

- Access to systems and staff
- Environment and facilities
- Good communication
- Expert clinical care
- Well coordinated care and treatment

4.3 The issues identified as being important and the subsequent themes are similar to themes identified from similar research elsewhere. For example, the Department of Health in England has 5 themes for their Public Service Agreement (PSA) target on patient experience for both inpatient and primary care – Access and waiting, safe high quality co-ordinated care, better information more choice, building closer relationships and clean friendly and comfortable place to be.

4.4 While this research has described the issues that are important, this is only from the viewpoint of a relatively small group of people. The report doesn’t set out to reliably assess the relative importance to patients and users of each of the issues. However, a preliminary rating exercise using card-sorts has shown that issues related to patients’ clinical care, for example getting the best available treatment, doctors knowing enough about the patients care and treatment and a quick diagnosis were rated as more important than issues around the environment such as car parking, noise at night, travelling time to hospital and choice of hospital as well as healthcare advice. This is in line with similar research carried out elsewhere. For example 4 of the top ranked items in the inpatient card-sort were also ranked in the top 10 most important items in similar research carried out by Picker Institute Europe in 2006 in England - doctors knowing enough about my condition and treatment, staff cleaning their hands between touching patients, feeling confident in the doctors, being told the risks and benefits of any treatment in a way I can understand.

4.5 The next stage of this project is to mail out a questionnaire to a large number of patients asking them to rate the importance of the issues highlighted in this report. The results from the survey will, in turn, inform the coverage of the main patient survey questionnaires used by NHS Scotland from 2009.
ANNEX I: POSTERS USED TO RECRUIT PATIENTS

Have you recently been admitted to hospital?

We are carrying out research on behalf of the Scottish Government to find out what matters most to patients.

If you have been in hospital as an inpatient in the last two years, we would like to hear from you. In a small, friendly group, you would talk about your experiences of being a patient and what is important to you. The group session will last about 2 hours.

The group will take place on 31st January at the Conference Centre at Stirling Royal Infirmary.

As a thank you for taking part in the group, you will receive a £20 gift-voucher and you can re-claim your travel expenses.

For more details of the group, please call Patient Perspective free on:

0800 013 2064

We look forward to hearing from you.

Patient Perspective is an independent research organisation working for the Scottish Government.
Are you being treated for a long-term condition or illness?

We are carrying out research on behalf of the Scottish Government to find out what matters most to patients.

If you are being treated for a long-term condition or chronic disease we would like to hear from you. In a small, friendly group, you would talk about your experiences of being a patient and what is important to you. The group session will last about 2 hours.

The group will take place between 2pm and 4pm on 5th December at Burts Hotel in Melrose.

As a thank you for taking part in the group, you will receive a £20 gift-voucher and you can reclaim your travel expenses.

To book a place, please call Patient Perspective free on:

0800 013 2064

We look forward to hearing from you.

Patient Perspective is an independent research organisation working for the Scottish Government.
Are you registered with a GP or family doctor?

We are carrying out research on behalf of the Scottish Government to find out what matters most to patients about the NHS.

If you are registered with a GP, we would like to hear from you. In a small, friendly group, you would talk about your experiences of the NHS and what is important to you. The group session will last about 2 hours.

The group will take place on 29th January 2008 at the Eastbank Conference and Training Centre in Shettleston.

As a thank you for taking part in the group, you will receive a £20 gift-voucher and you can re-claim your travel expenses.

For more details of the group, please call Patient Perspective free on:

0800 013 2064

We look forward to hearing from you.

Patient Perspective is an independent research organisation working for the Scottish Government.
ANNEX II: CONSENT FORM

Project title: Building on Experience

CONSENT FORM

Title of Project: Building on Experience, Patient Focus Groups
Name of Researcher: _____________________________________

Please initial box

1. I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheet version V2 for the above study and have had the opportunity to ask questions.

2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any time, without giving any reason, without my medical care or legal rights being affected.

3. I agree that the group can be audio-taped and any words I may say during the discussion can be used, anonymously, in the presentation of the research.

4. I agree that the researchers can take photographs of the group discussion which can be used in publications and websites about the project.

5. I agree that the Scottish Government can contact me at a later date about carrying out another interview that will be videotaped and used on the Scottish Patient Experience Programmes website and in future DVD material.

6. I would like to be invited to an event where the findings of the research will be launched in April or May of 2008

7. I agree to take part in the above study.

________________________ ________________ ____________________
Name of Patient Signature Date

_________________________ ________________ ____________________
Name of Person taking consent Signature  Date (if different from researcher)

________________________ ________________ ____________________
Researcher Signature Date

2 copies. 1 for patient; 1 for researcher
ANNEX III: TOPIC GUIDE, INPATIENTS

INPATIENT FOCUS GROUP TOPIC GUIDE

Admission to hospital

Planned admissions
Was your admission a planned (waiting list) or an emergency?
How long did you wait?
Did you think the waiting time was about right? Too long? Shorter than you expected?
Were you given an accurate waiting time when you were first told you would have to go into hospital?
Was the waiting list system fair?
Was your admission cancelled, why was that?
Were you given a choice of admission times, would you have liked a choice?
Information before admission
What information were you given before admission?
Was the information accurate?
Was there anything else you would have liked to know?
Anything else
Are there any other issues about your admission that were important?

Emergency admissions
Ambulance
If you came by ambulance how were you treated by the ambulance crew?
Organisation
How organised was the Emergency Department?
Waiting in A&E
How long did you wait before you were assessed by a doctor or nurse (triaged)? How long did you wait to be treated by a doctor or nurse?
Did you think the waiting time was about right? Too long? Shorter than you expected?
Was the system for seeing patients fair?
Were you told accurately how long you would have to wait?
Were you given enough/the right information in the Emergency Department?
Did you feel threatened or bothered by other patients while in the emergency department?
Anything else
Are there any other issues about the Emergency Department that were important to you?

The Hospital and Ward

Location
How far did you have to travel?

Transport/Parking
How did you get to the hospital?
If you used public transport how good was it?
Is car parking available? Was it convenient, free/reasonably priced/expensive?

The Room/Ward
How many rooms or wards did you stay in?
Was it a single or mixed sex ward? If mixed sex, did you mind?
Did you have to share toilets and bathrooms with the opposite sex? If yes, did you mind?
Did you have enough privacy?
Was the ward noisy – during the day and the night?

Cleanliness
How clean was the hospital?
Did you notice the doctors and nurses washing their hands?
Was their anything about cleanliness or infection that particularly worried you?

Facilities
Was there a telephone you could use? How much did it cost? How convenient was it?
Did patients/relatives have to pay (much) to call in?
Could you use your mobile phone if you wanted?
Was there a TV? Did you have to pay?

Food and drinks
How good was the food?
Was there enough?
Was the food hot enough?
Were you given drinks often enough?
Were you helped to eat/drink if you needed it?

Staff

Doctors
Overall
How would you describe the doctors that you had contact with?
Was there one doctor in charge, did you see that doctor?
Did you have confidence and trust in the doctors? What is it that would give you confidence?
Did doctors spend enough time with you?
Skills and experience
Did doctors have a good knowledge of your medical history and how to treat your condition?
Communication
Did doctors listen to you?
Did they answer your questions?
Did they use language you could understand?
Did they talk in front of you as if you were not there?
Did you feel comfortable talking to them?
Anything else
Are there any other issues about doctors that are important?

Nurses
Overall
Did you have confidence and trust in the nurses? What is it that would give you confidence?
Were there enough nurses on duty?
Would you like the choice of seeing male or female nurses?
Skills and experience
Did they know enough about your illness and treatment to give you the best care?
Communication
Do the nurses listen to you?
Did nurses answer your questions?
Did they use language you can understand?
Did they talk in front of you as if you are not there?
Other healthcare professionals
Which other members of staff did you have contact with regarding your care and treatment, for example Physiotherapists, Speech and Language Therapists?
[Follow same topics covered above for doctors and nurses where appropriate]

Care and treatment
Involvement in decisions
Were you involved in decisions about your care?
Did you want to be involved? If so, in what aspects: all or just some?
Information
Were you given enough information on your treatment and how it was progressing?
How much information were you given verbally?
How much information were you given in writing?
Tests
Were you told why you needed a test?
Were you told what would happen during the test?
Have you had the test results? How long did that take?
Surgery
Before the operation
Beforehand, were you given enough information about the purpose of the operation?
Were any alternatives to surgery discussed?
Were you told of about the risks of having the operation?
Did you meet the surgeon before the operation?
Did someone answer your questions about the operation?
Were you told accurately how you would feel after the operation?
After the operation
Did a doctor tell you how the operation had gone?
Anything else
Are there any other issues about surgery that are important?
Pain
How much pain did you experience?
Did staff do everything they could to relieve the pain?
Are there any other issues about pain management that were important?
Worries and fears
Were there any particular things that you were worried about when in hospital?
Were you able to discuss your worries and fears with anyone?

Medicines
Were you given any new medicines?
Did someone explain what the new medicines were for?
Did someone tell you how to take the medicines?
Did someone explain any side effects?
Were you given enough medicine?
Leaving Hospital
Timing of discharge
Was the discharge too soon, at the right time or too late?
Were you ready to be discharged?
Was the discharge well planned?
Were you told in advance when you would be discharged?
Were the necessary arrangement made to support you at home?
Was the discharged delayed at all, if so why?
Information on discharge
Were you given enough information about what you should or should not do at home?
Was your family given enough information to help you recover?
Were you told who to contact if you had worries or questions?
Were you told when you could resume your normal activities? (Driving, work, housework, etc.)
Transport
Did you need transport to take you home? If so, was it organised by the hospital?

Anything else?
Are there things that we haven’t discussed that are important?
Was there anything particularly good about your hospital care?
If there was one thing that needs to be improved the most what was it?
FOCUS GROUP TOPIC GUIDE: LONG TERM CONDITIONS

Background
General discussion about when they first had their long term condition and how it affects their every day life

Their diagnosis
How did you first discover you had the condition?  
Was this diagnosis given quickly enough?  
Did you get the support they needed at this stage – physical, emotional, social?

Information about your condition
Do you feel that you understand enough about your condition?  
Do you feel that any options for treatment have been explained to you?  
Do you have all the information you need to keep yourself as healthy as possible?  
Are there questions and concerns about you condition that you would like answered?

Main person for healthcare
Who is the main person that you see about their condition?  
Where do you see that person and how often?  
Can you get to see that person whenever you need to?  
Does that person have the expertise you need?  
Apart from the main person you see, which other healthcare professionals do you see about their condition?

Main place for healthcare
Do you receive most of their care locally – in the community or at a hospital?  
Is this important to you?  
Do you mind travelling further to see people with greater expertise?

Routine Appointments
Do you have routine, planned appointments about your condition?  
Who is this with, and where?  
Is this often enough, or too often?

Co-ordination of care
Do you feel that the care is organised and co-ordinated for you?  
Is their a care plan that you follow? Is this something that you helped to develop?  
Do you have/need regular reviews of the condition? Is this carried out often enough?

Involvement in decisions
Do you want to be involved in decisions, or leave that to the healthcare professionals?  
Are you involved as much as you want to be?  
Are there things that you would like to be more involved in?
**Self Management**

Do you feel that you want to manage your care yourself, as much as you can?  
If so, do you have enough information, enough support to do this?  
What else do you need to help you manage your own condition?

**Your care and treatment**

Do you feel that you are getting the best care and treatment for your condition?  
Are there any treatments that you haven’t had that you think you should have had?  
Is there any additional support or help from the NHS that you are not getting that you would like?  
Is there additional social support that you are not getting that you would like?

**Medicines**

Are they using any medicines to help with your condition?  
Do you know enough about what the medicines are for?  
Do the medications cause any side-effects? Does someone help you to manage those side-effects?  
Are the medications reviewed regularly?

**Health Promotion**

Have you wanted advice or help with up smoking, healthy eating or exercise?  
Has it been possible to get help?

**Emergency Care**

Do you ever need to see someone urgently about the condition?  
Who do you contact?  
Are you able to see someone as soon as you need to?

**Support Groups/ Patient Groups**

Have you been put in touch with someone else who has the same condition as you?  
Have you been given any information about support groups for people with your condition?  
Are you in contact with a support group?

**Anything else?**

- Are there things that we haven’t discussed that are important?  
- Is there anything particularly good about the NHS services you receive?  
- Is there anything that needs to be improved?
FOCUS GROUP TOPIC GUIDE: GP SERVICES

Where do you usually go first when you feel unwell?
• General discussion about what people do when they need to speak to someone about their health - include GP practice, Out of hours, NHS24, pharmacist, A&E department.

What is important to you about your GP practice itself?
Prompt on
• location
• accessibility
• transport
• building/ facilities
• receptionists

What is important to you about contacting or making an appointment at your GP practice?
Prompt on:
• getting through on phone
• telephone manner
• getting same day appointments
• making future appointments
• choice of times
• opening hours
• choice of doctor
• option of phone consultation

What is important about your GP/family doctor?
Prompt on:
• e.g. skills and knowledge
• familiar with your medical history
• confidence & trust
• friendliness
• honesty
• respectfulness
• interest in you as an individual
• listening
• explains things properly
• sympathetic
• thoroughness
• takes you seriously
• tactful
Out of the things that you’ve mentioned, what do you think is most important about your GP/family doctor?

Are there different characteristics that you would find important in a nurse or other healthcare professional?

Prompt on:

- e.g. skills and knowledge
- familiar with your medical history
- confidence & trust
- friendliness
- honesty
- respectfulness
- interest in you as an individual
- listening
- explains things properly
- sympathetic
- thoroughness
- takes you seriously
- tactful

Out of the things that you’ve mentioned, what do you think is most important about nurses and/or other healthcare professionals?

What is important when you visit your GP practice for a consultation?

Prompt on:

- being seen on time
- the GP spends enough time with you
- the nurse or other health professional spends enough time with you
- involvement in decisions about your care/ treatment
- given options where appropriate
- enough information to make decisions
- information about what to do after you leave
- details of who to contact for more information
- getting medicines
- explanation about medicines / possible side effects
- know how to get test results and when they will be ready
- choice about any outpatient referrals
- information about referrals
- advice and help with health matters such as diet or smoking

Are the things that are important when you need to see someone or get advice out-of-hours different from what’s important about your own doctor?

Prompt on:

- how easy it is to get an appointment
- location
• transport  
  being seen on time  
• being seen quickly  
• whether seen by doctor or nurse  
• how much time they spend with you

*What is important to you about Home Visits?*

Prompt on:

• how easy it is to get a home visit  
• the person arrives at pre-arranged time  
• whether seen by doctor or nurse  
• how much time they spend with you  
• demeanour of the person  
• how they communicate with other services

*What is important after your appointment?*

Prompt on:

• can easily pick up medicines  
• that the pharmacist explains about your medicines  
• that repeat prescriptions are managed well  
• can order repeats without going in  
• that you get test results quickly  
• the way test results are communicated from the surgery  
• outpatient appointments – timing, results, information, etc.  
• followup appointments  
• Doctor shares important information with others e.g. carers, social work

*Have you ever decided not to go to your GP when you thought you needed to? What reasons?*

*Anything else?*

• Are there things that we haven’t discussed that are important?  
• Was there anything particularly good about your GP services care?  
• If there was one thing that needs to be improved the most what was it?
ANNEX VI: TOPIC GUIDE, RELIGION/FAITH

Admission to hospital

From the viewpoint of your religion or faith, were there any issues about admission to hospital that were particularly important?

Consider:
- Choice of hospital
- Choice of consultant
- Choice of care and treatment both for planned or emergency admissions
- Are you aware of any particular systems or procedures setup for planned or emergency care so that staff are aware of any specific requirements

The Hospital and Ward

From the viewpoint of your religion or faith, were there any issues about the Hospital and Ward that were particularly important?

Consider:
- Single or mixed sex wards
- Shared toilets and bathrooms
- Respect for privacy and dignity
- Cleanliness
- Prayer facilities and suitable books
- Food and drinks

Staff

From the viewpoint of your religion or faith, were there any issues about the Hospital Staff that were particularly important?

Consider:
- Seeing male or female staff as a preference
- Seeing a representative of your faith of religion when in hospital
- Understanding from staff of any particular needs or requirements because of your faith or religion
Care and treatment
From the viewpoint of your religion or faith, were there any issues about your Care and Treatment that were particularly important?

Consider:

Any particular treatments or drugs that would not be allowed because of your religion or faith.
Staff knowledge of such issues, respect for such issues
Consent procedures for medicines or treatment

Information
From the viewpoint of your religion or faith, were there any issues about Information or communication that were particularly important?

Consider:

Any printed or written information specifically for people from your religion/faith
Availability of information in suitable languages
Information about local or national support organisations

Leaving Hospital
From the viewpoint of your religion or faith, were there any issues about Leaving Hospital that were particularly important?

Anything else
From the viewpoint of your religion or faith, were there any other issues that were important?

Consider:

Procedures for handling patients that have died
Respect for your beliefs, being taken seriously

Are there things that we haven’t discussed that are important?
Is there anything particularly good about the NHS?
If there is one thing that needs to be improved the most what is it?
ANNEX VII : TOPIC GUIDE, GP SERVICES (BME/ETHNICITY GROUP)

Where do you usually go first when you feel unwell?
• General discussion about what people do when they need to speak to someone about their health - include GP practice, Out of hours, NHS24, pharmacist, A&E department.

Thinking about GP services and people from your ethnic group, are there any particular concerns that you have?
Prompt on
• Languages spoken by local staff in GP Practices, NHS24
• Communication with staff
• Availability and cost of interpreters
• Printed information in different languages
• Equal access to the system

What is important to you about your GP practice itself?
Prompt on
• location
• accessibility
• transport
• building/ facilities
• receptionists

What is important to you about contacting or making an appointment at your GP practice?
Prompt on:
• getting through on phone
• telephone manner
• getting same day appointments
• making future appointments
• choice of times
• opening hours
• choice of doctor
• option of phone consultation

What is important about your GP/family doctor?
Prompt on:
• e.g. skills and knowledge
• familiar with your medical history
• confidence & trust
- friendliness
- honesty
- respectfulness
- interest in you as an individual
- listening
- explains things properly
- sympathetic
- thoroughness
- takes you seriously
- tactful

*Out of the things that you’ve mentioned, what do you think is most important about your GP/family doctor?*

*Are there different characteristics that you would find important in a nurse or other healthcare professional?*

Prompt on:

- e.g. skills and knowledge
- familiar with your medical history
- confidence & trust
- friendliness
- honesty
- respectfulness
- interest in you as an individual
- listening
- explains things properly
- sympathetic
- thoroughness
- takes you seriously
- tactful

*Out of the things that you’ve mentioned, what do you think is most important about nurses and/or other healthcare professionals?*

*What is important when you visit your GP practice for a consultation?*

Prompt on:

- being seen on time
- the GP spends enough time with you
- the nurse or other health professional spends enough time with you
- involvement in decisions about your care/ treatment
- given options where appropriate
- enough information to make decisions
- information about what to do after you leave
- details of who to contact for more information
- getting medicines
- explanation about medicines / possible side effects
- know how to get test results and when they will be ready
• choice about any outpatient referrals
• information about referrals
• advice and help with health matters such as diet or smoking

_Are the things that are important when you need to see someone or get advice out-of-hours different from what's important about your own doctor?_

Prompt on:

• how easy it is to get an appointment
• location
• transport
  being seen on time
• being seen quickly
• whether seen by doctor or nurse
• how much time they spend with you

_What is important to you about Home Visits?_

Prompt on:

• how easy it is to get a home visit
• the person arrives at pre-arranged time
• whether seen by doctor or nurse
• how much time they spend with you
• demeanour of the person
• how they communicate with other services

_What is important after your appointment?_

Prompt on:

• can easily pick up medicines
• that the pharmacist explains about your medicines
• that repeat prescriptions are managed well
• can order repeats without going in
• that you get test results quickly
• the way test results are communicated from the surgery
• outpatient appointments – timing, results, information, etc.
• followup appointments
• Doctor shares important information with others e.g. carers, social work

_Have you ever decided not to go to your GP when you thought you needed to? What reasons?_

_Anything else?_

• Are there things that we haven’t discussed that are important?
• Was there anything particularly good about your GP services care?
• If there was one thing that needs to be improved the most what was it?
ANNEX VIII: TOPIC GUIDE, LGBT INTERVIEWS

Overall, are there any issues or concerns that you have about the NHS in Scotland in particular because of your sexuality?

- Discrimination - specific, systematic
- Access to services, treatments, drugs
- Availability of verbal or printed information
- Attitudes of doctors, nurses, other healthcare staff
- Being taken seriously

Also, think of this in terms of the following aspects of inpatient and GP services:

Hospital inpatient services

- Access to inpatient services, planned or emergency
- The Hospital and Ward
- Staff
- Care and treatment
- Medicines
- Information
- Support
- Leaving Hospital
- Anything else

General Practice services

- Access to GP services – appointments, telephone access, out of hours
- Important issues about the GP practice itself
- Important characteristics of a good GP/family doctor
- Important characteristics about practice nurses or other healthcare professional
- Important issues about the consultation
- Home visits
- Ever decided not to go to your GP when you thought you needed to? What reasons?

Anything else

- Are there things that we haven’t discussed that are important?
- Is there anything particularly good about the NHS?
- If there is one thing that needs to be improved the most what is it?
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<td>Evaluation of the Breathing Space Telephone Advice Line and Signposting Service for People Experiencing Low Mood or Depression</td>
<td>Christine Sheehy, Lyn Jones, Fiona Dobbie, Fenella Hayes (Scottish Centre for Social Research), Stephen Platt (Research Unit in Health, Behaviour and Change, University of Edinburgh).</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>£5.00</td>
<td>Health and Community Care Research Findings No.49/2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scoping the Impacts on Travel Behaviour in Scotland of E-Working and other ICTs</td>
<td>Derek Halden Consultancy.</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>£5.00</td>
<td>Development Department Research Findings No.216/2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establishing the Evidence Base for an Evaluation of Free Personal Care in Scotland</td>
<td>David Bell, Alison Bowes, Alison Dawson, Elizabeth Roberts (University of Stirling).</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Health and Community Care Research Findings No.51/2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flu and Pneumococcal Wave 4 – 2005/06 Post-Campaign Evaluation</td>
<td>MRUK Research Ltd.</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know the Score: Cocaine Wave 3 2005/06 Post-Campaign Evaluation</td>
<td>Ian Binnie, Andrea Kinver and Patsy Lam (BMRB Scotland).</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study of Market Rates of Pay and Conditions for Jobs Comparable to those of Scottish Executive Staff</td>
<td>Gavin Brown, Ben Frost, Alison Hanlan and Brigid Russell (Hay Group).</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk and Motorcyclists in Scotland</td>
<td>Barry Sexton, Kevin Hamilton and Chris Baughan (TRL Limited), Stephen Stradling and Paul Broughton (Tri, Napier University).</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>£5.00</td>
<td>Development Department Research Findings No.218/2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Care and Mental Health Services for Adults with Sensory Impairment in Scotland</td>
<td>Kate Skellington Orr, Traci Leven, Ruth Bryan, Elaine Wilson</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Health and Community Care Research Findings No.50/2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review of the Skills for Business Network in Scotland</td>
<td>GHK.</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving Council Tax Collection Rates in Scotland</td>
<td>Glen Bramley, Noah Kofi Karley, Francoise Rutherford and Fiona Wager (Heriot Watt University, Centre for Research into Social Inclusive Services (CRSIS)).</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Development Department Research Findings No.226/2006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.


Illicit Drugs and Driving: Katherine Myant, Steven Hope (MORI Scotland), Prof James McIntosh, Tommy O’Brien, Prof Neil McKeganey (Centre for Drugs Misuse Research, University of Glasgow), Prof Steve Stradling (Transport Research Institute, Napier University). (2006) (Web only)
Summary available: Development Department Research Findings No.222/2006 (Web only)

Summary available: Development Department Research Findings No.223/2006 (Web only)

The Use of Environmental Impact Assessment in the Planning System and Electricity Act Applications: ENVIRON UK Limited. (2006) (£5.00)
Annexes available (Web only)

Evaluation of the Arrest Referral Pilot Schemes: Anne Birch, Fiona Dobbie, Tish Chalmers (Scottish Centre for Social Research), Lee Barnsdale, Gill McIvor (Stirling University). (2006) (£5.00)
Summary available: Crime and Criminal Justice Research Findings No.87/2006

Summary available: Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Research Findings No.42/2006 (Web only)


Summary available: Office of Chief Researcher Research Findings No.21/2006

Police Occupational Health: Support for Specialist Postholders, where there is Constant Specific Repetitive Exposure, and Staff Involved in Prolonged Incidents/Enquiries 2005-2006: Claire Fyvie, Gill Moreton, Maggie Gray, Roslyn Law and Chris Freeman. (2006) (Free)
Summary only available: Crime and Criminal Justice Research Findings No.83/2006

Long Distance Commuting in Scotland: Lucy Barker and David Connolly (MVA). (2006) (£5.00)
Summary available: Development Department Research Findings No.231/2006

Summary available: Development Department Research Findings No.230/2006


Summary available: Development Department Research Findings No.232/2006

Summary available: Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Research Findings No.43/2006 (Web only)

Contribution Made by Traveline Scotland to Modal Shift: Steven Hope and Susan King (MORI Scotland). (2006) (Web only)
Summary available: Development Department Research Findings No.233/2006 (Web only)

Time to Move: A Literature Review of Housing for Older People: Tribal - Francesca Richards, Gill Walker, Lorelei Jarvis. (2006) (£5.00)
Summary available: Development Department Research Findings No.225/2006

Summary available.
Effective Provision of Environmental Information and Advice: A Scoping Study: Jean Welstead, Karen Aitchison and Bridget Savage (Enviros Consulting Ltd). (2006) (Web only)
Summary available: Environment Group Research Findings No.27/2006

Entitlement to Learning Scoping Study: York Consulting Limited. (2006) (Web only)
Summary available: Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Research Findings No 41/2006 (Web only)


Research on the Social Impacts of Gambling: Dr Gerda Reith (University of Glasgow, The Scottish Centre for Social Research (ScotCen)). (2006) (Web only)
Summary available: Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Research Findings No.44/2006 (Web only)


Evaluation of the First Phase of Choose Life: the national strategy and action plan to prevent suicide in Scotland: Stephen Platt, Joanne McLean; Allyson McCollam, Avril Blamey, Mhairi Mackenzie, David McDaid, Margaret Maxwell, Emma Halliday and Amy Woodhouse. (2006) (£5.00)
Summary available: Health and Community Care Research Findings No.52/2006

Availability of Transport Accessibility Information for Disabled People: Atkins. (2006) (Web only)


Views and Experiences of the Right to Buy Amongst Tenants and Purchasers: Jenny Holt Brook, Andrea Kinver (BMRB) and Valerie Strachan (Tribal HCH). (2006) (£5.00)
Summary available: Development Department Research Findings No.235/2006


Summary available: Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Research Findings No.46/2006 (Web only)

Summary only available: Legal Studies Research Findings No.62/2006

Summary available: Health and Community Care Research Findings No.53/2006

Summary available: Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Research Findings No.45/2006

Summary available: Development Department Research Findings No.234/2006

Summary available: Local Government and Public Service Reform Research Research Findings No.6/2006 (Web only)

Summary available: Environment Group Research Findings No.28/2006

Provision of Support to Victims and Witnesses of Crime in Scotland: Reid Howie Associates. (2006) (£5.00)
Summary available: Crime and Criminal Justice Research Findings No.60/2006
Experience of People who Relocate to Scotland: Candice Pires and Pat MacLeod (TNS System Three Social Research). (2006) (Web only)
Summary available: International Research Research Findings No.1/2006 (Web only)

Summary available: International Research Research Findings No.2/2006 (Web only)

Progress Report on the Fresh Talent Initiative: Dr Robert Rogerson, Dr Mark Boyle and Professor Colin Mason (University of Strathclyde). (2006) (Web only)
Summary available: International Research Research Findings No.3/2006 (Web only)


Joined Up Policy and Practice in Health and Transport: Dr Tom Rye and Dr Dermot Gorman (Steer Davies Gleave). (2006) (£5.00)
Summary available: Transport Research Findings No.2/2006


SQUIRE Priorities for Reporting: Thomasin Edwards (Faber Maunsell). (2006) (Web only)

Exploring the Impact of Migration Within the European Union (EU): How Can We Harness Our Talents Conference Summary: Mary-Anne Kate. (2006)
Summary only available: Knowledge Transfer Research Findings No.3/2006 (Web only)

Evaluation of the Airdrie and Hamilton Youth Court Pilots: Gill Melvor, Lee Barnsdale, Rhoda MacRae, Alison Brown, Susan Eley, Margaret Malloch, Cathy Murray, Laura Piacentini, Reece Walters (Department of Applied Social Science, University of Stirling), Stewart Dunlop (Fraser of Allander Institute, University of Strathclyde) and TNS Social Research. (2006) (£5.00)

Use of Section 74 of the Criminal Justice (Scotland) Act 2003 - Religiously Aggravated Reported Crime: An 18 Month Review: Kathleen Doyle (Justice Department Analytical Services Division). (2006) (£5.00)


Valuing the Water Environment: A Review of International Literature: Dr Gillian Dalrymple (Scottish Executive Environment and Rural Affairs Department). (2006) (Web only)
Summary available: Environment Group Research Findings No.29/2006

Impact of the Introduction of Fixed Payments in Summary Criminal Legal Aid: Frank H Stephen (University of Manchester) and Cyrus Tata (University of Strathclyde). (2006) (Web only)
Summary available: Legal Studies Research Findings No.61/2006 (Web only)

Summary available: Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Research Findings No.47/2006 (Web only)

Summary available: Transport Research Findings No.236/2006 (Web only)

Summary available: Transport Research Findings No.237/2006 (Web only)

Allocation of Land for Affordable Housing through the Planning System: Liz Shiel & Francesca Richards, (Tribal Consulting), Mark Robertson (Ryden) & Colin Innes (Shepherd & Wedderburn) (2006) (£5.00)
Summary available: Development Department Research Findings No.238/2006


Summary available: International Research Research Findings No.4/2006 (Web only)

Summary available: International Research Research Findings No.5/2006 (Web only)

Summary available: Crime and Criminal Justice Research Findings No.90/2006


Costs of Congestion: Literature Based Review of Methodologies and Analytical Approaches: Dr Susan Grant-Muller and Mr James Laird (ITS, University of Leeds). (2006) (Web only)
Summary available: Transport Research Findings No.1/2006

Scottish Social Attitudes Survey 2005:
Report 1 - Attitudes Towards Public Services in Scotland
Report 2 - Trust and Involvement in the Governance of Scotland
Lisa Given and Rachel Ormston (Scottish Centre for Social Research). (2006) (Web only)
Summary available: Office of Chief Researcher Research Findings No.22/2006 (Web only)

Scottish Executive Travel Survey: Katherine MacDivitt (Office of Chief Researcher, Scottish Executive). (2007) (Web only)

On the Record: Evaluating the Visual Recording o Joint Investigative Interviews with Children: Patsy Richards, Sure Morris and Eddie Richards (MorrisRichards Ltd) and Kevin Siddall (MorrisRichards Associate). (£5.00) (2007)
Summary available: Criminal Justice Research Findings No.89/2007

Delivering a Healthy Future and Action Framework for Children and Young People's Health in Scotland: Sue Granville and Shona Mulholland (George Street Research). (Web only) (2007)

An Evaluation of the High Court Reforms Arising From the Criminal Procedure (Amendment) (Scotland) Act 2004: James Chalmers, Peter Duff, Fiona Leverick and Yvonne Melvin (University of Aberdeen School of Law). (2007) (£5.00)
Summary available: Criminal Justice Research Findings No.91/2007

Summary available: Development Department Research Findings No.239/2007

Summary available: Social Justice Research Findings No.27/2007

Summary available: Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Research Findings No.49/2007

Summary available: Health and Community Care No.54/2007

Summary available: Social Justice Research Findings No.26/2007 (Web only)


Summary available: Social Justice Research Findings No.28/2007


Summary available: Environment Group Research Findings No.30/2007 (Web only)

Evaluation of the Whole School Approach to Enterprise in Education: Dr Andy Wiggins, Dr Mike Cowie, Professor Peter Tymms (Curriculum Evaluation and Management Centre, Durha University School of Education, Aberdeen University). (2007) (Web only)
Summary available: Enterprise and Lifelong Learning No.48/2007 (Web only)


A Strategy for a Scotland with an Ageing Population: Qualitative Research with the General Public: Sara Davidson, Jane MacLardie and Lorraine Murray (Ipsos MORI). (2007) (Web only)
Summary available: Social Justice Research Findings No.30/2007 (Web only)

Evaluation of the Incite Project a Pilot Psychostimulant Project in Aberdeen: Summary: Human Factors Analysts Ltd. (2007) (Web only)

Evaluation of Information Advice and Guidance: Perceptions of Learners, Potential Learners and Intermediary Groups: Sue Granville and Diarmid Campbell-Jack (George Street Research). (2007) (Web only)
Summary available: Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Research Findings No.55/2007 (Web only)

Summary available: Environment Group Research Findings No.31/2007

Summary available: Development Department Research Findings No.240/2007

Summary available: Development Department Research Findings No.242/2007

Summary available: Crime and Criminal Justice No. 92/2007

Evaluation of the Pilot Domestic Abuse Court: Reid Howie Associates. (2007) (Web only)
Summary available: Crime and Criminal Justice Research Findings No.93/2007 (Web only)

Evaluation of Free Personal Care: Paolo Vestri (Hexagon Research and Consulting). (2007) (£5.00)
Summary available: Health and Community Care Research Findings No.55/2007

Attitudes Towards the European Union and The Challenges in Communicating ‘Europe’ – Building a Bridge Between Europe and its Citizens – Evidence Review Paper Two: Dr Kesi Mahendran and Dr Deborah Cook. (2007) (Web only)

Young People’s Views on Participation and Their Attitudes Towards the European Union – Building a Bridge Between Europe and its Citizens – Evidence Review Paper Three: Dr Kesi Mahendran and Dr Deborah Cook. (2007) (Web only)


Summary available: Development Department Research Findings No.243/2007


Summary available: Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Research Findings No.50/2007 (Web only)

National Adult Learning Survey (NALS) 2005 Scotland - Report: Rachel Ormston, Fiona Dobbie and Nicky Cleghorn, with Anna Davidson (Scottish Centre for Social Research). (2007) (Web only)

Summary available: Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Research Findings No.51/2007 (Web only)


Money Advice for Vulnerable Groups: Final Evaluation Report: Morag Gillespie, Louise Dobbie, Gareth Mulvey (Scottish Poverty Information Unit, Glasgow Caledonian University) with Yvonne Gallacher (Money Advice Scotland) and Jim Campbell (Caledonian Business School, Glasgow Caledonian University). (2007) (Web only)


Summary only available: Enterprise and Lifelong Research Findings No.52/2007


Summary only available: Enterprise and Lifelong Research Findings No.53/2007

Evaluation of Individual Learning Accounts Scotland: Phase One Learning Providers Study: Professor Jim Gallacher, Nuala Toman, Robert Ingram, Joanne Brodie and Paul Clearly (Centre for Research in Lifelong Learning). (2007) (Web only)

Summary only available: Enterprise and Lifelong Research Findings No.54/2007

Social Inclusion Research Bulletin No.16: (2007) (Free)


Summary available: Health and Community Care Research Findings No.56/2007

Managing Procedure: Evaluation of New Rules for Actions of Damages For, or Arising From Personal Injuries in the Court of Session (Chapter 43): Elaine Samuel (School of Social and Political Studies, University of Edinburgh). (2007) (Web only)

Summary available: Civil Justice Research Findings No.1/2007

Rural Community Gateway Evaluation: Final Report 2007: Dr Sarah Skerratt (Glasgow Caledonian University). (2007) (£5.00)

Summary available: Rural Communities Research Findings No.1/2007


Summary available: Social Justice Research Findings No.31/2007

Evaluation of Foolsspeed Campaign Final Phase: Martine Stead and Douglas Eadie. (2007) (Web only)

Summary available: Transport Research Research Findings No.3/2007
Investigation of the Travel Behaviour of Visitors to Scotland: Karen Thompson and Neil S Ferguson (University of Strathclyde) in association with Derek Halden Consultancy Ltd and the Moffat Centre (Glasgow Caledonian University). (2007) (Web only)


Review of the General Permitted Development Order 1992: Alan Prior, Jeremy Raemaekers, Caroline Brown (Heriot-Watt University, School of the Built Environment), Neil Collar, Christine O’Neill (Brodies LLP) and Andrew Walters (Scott Wilson Scotland Ltd). (2007) (£5.00)
Summary available: Development Department Research Findings No.236/2007

An Evaluation of the Use of Electronic Monitoring as a Condition of Bail in Scotland: Monica Barry, Margaret Malloch and Kristina Moodie (University of Stirling), Mike Nellis (University of Strathclyde), Martin Knapp, Renee Romeo and Sujith Dhansiri (Kings College London and London School of Economics). (2007) (£5.00)
Summary available: Crime and Criminal Justice Research Findings No.94/2007


Exploring the Social Impacts of Flood Risk and Flooding in Scotland: Alan Werritty, David Houston, Tom Ball, Amy Tavendale and Andrew Black (School of Social Sciences – Geography, University of Dundee). (2007) (£5.00)
Summary available: Environment Group Research Findings No.32/2007

The Relationship between Off-Sales and Problem Drinking in Scotland (Report and Literature Review): Human Factors Analysts Ltd. (2007) (Web only)
Summary available: Local Government and Public Service Reform Research Findings No.7/2007

Summary available: Rural Communities Research Findings No. 2/2007

Evaluation of the Scottish University for Industry: SQW Ltd (with FMR Research) (2007) (Web only)
Summary available: Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Research Findings No. 56/2007

Summary available: Social Justice Research Findings No.33/2007

Summary available: Development Department Research Findings No.244/2007

Communication Support Needs: A Review of the Literature: Professor James Law and Charlene Plunkett (Centre for Integrated Healthcare Research, Queen Margaret University), Dr Anna van der Gaag (Section of Psychological Medicine, University of Glasgow), Professor Bill Hardcastle and Dr Janet Beck (Speech and Hearing Sciences, Queen Margaret University), Andrew MacGregor (Scottish Centre for Social Research). (2007) (£5.00)
Summary available: Social Justice Research Findings No.34/2007

International Comparisons of Rail Networks and Policy Lessons for Scotland: Steer Davies Gleave. (2007) (Web only)
Summary available: Transport Research Research Findings No.5/2007

Summary only available: Social Justice Research Findings No.35/2007

Young People’s Awareness and Experience of Educational Maintenance Allowances (EMAs) and their Impact on Choices and Pathways: York Consulting LLP. (2007) (Web only)
Summary available: Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Research Findings No.57/2007 (Web only)

Prevention of Environmental Pollution from Agricultural Activity (PEPFAA) Dos and Don’ts Guide Evaluation: Alex Hilliam and Sue Granville (George Street Research Limited). (2007) (Web only)
Summary available: Environment Group Research Findings No.33/2007


Fire Safety Campaign 2006/07: Wave 5 Post-Campaign Evaluation: mruk research Ltd. (2007) (Web only)

Flu 2006/07 Campaign Evaluation: TNS System Three. (2007) (Web only)


Summary available: Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Research Findings No.58/2007 (Web only)


Evaluation of a Pilot to Test the Implementation of Supervised Attendance Orders as Disposals of First Instance (S236 SAOs): Reid Howie Associates. (2007) (£5.00)
Summary available: Criminal Justice Research Findings No.96/2007

“Forced to Make Amends”: An Evaluation of the Community Reparation Order Pilots: Joe Curran, Sarah MacQueen, Bill Whyte with John Boyle (CJSW Development Centre and DTZ). (2007) (£5.00)
Summary available: Crime and Criminal Justice Research Findings No.95/2007

Summary available: Transport Research Findings No.6/2007 (Web only)

Findings from a Citizens' Jury on Scottish Executive Communications: Opinion Leader Research. (2007) (Web only)

The Early Impact of the Administration of New Compulsory Powers under the Mental Health (Care and Treatment) (Scotland) Act 2003: Prof. Jacqueline Atkinson, Dr Paula Lorgelly, Jacquie Reilly and Ailsa Stewart (Public Health and Health Policy, University of Glasgow). (2007) (Web only)
Summary available: Health and Community Care Research Findings No.57/2007


Summary only available: International Research Research Findings No.7

Scotland’s International Image: Message Platforms: Margaret Frazer, Simon Braunholtz, Sara Davidson, Jane MacLardie, Vickie Chamberlain, Steven Traenor (Ipsos MORI), Pat MacLeod, Nicola Dickson, Emma Collins (TNS System 3), and Luke Cavanagh (Government Social Research, Scottish Government). (2007) (Web only)
Summary only available: International Research Research Findings No.9


USA Strategy Communications Research: TNS System Three. (2007) (Web only)


Analysis of the Statutory Victim Notification Scheme in Scotland: Robert Stewart, Ewen McCaig and Miranda Mayes. (2007) (£5.00)
Summary available: Crime and Justice Research Findings No.1/2007


Summary available: International Research Research Findings No.8/2007


Scotland’s International Engagement: Research in China, the USA and Germany: Margaret Frazer, Simon Braunholtz, Sara Davidson, Jane MacLardie, Vickie Chamberlain and Steven Treanor (Ipsos MORI), Pat MacLeod, Nicola Dickson and Emma Collins (TNS System 3) and Franca Eirich (Government Social Research). (2007) (Web only)
Summary only available: International Research Research Findings No.10/2007

Quality of Life Fund Evaluation: David Roberts, John Nolan and Laura Henderson (SQW Ltd). (2007) (Web only)
Summary available: Local Government and Public Service Reform Research Findings No.8/2007

Summary available: Crime and Justice Research Findings No.2/2007

Well? What Do You Think? (2006): The Third National Scottish Survey of Public Attitudes to Mental Health, Mental Wellbeing and Mental Health Problems: Simon Braunholtz, Sara Davidson and Katherine Myant (Ipsos MORI) and Dr Rory O'Connor (University of Stirling). (2007) (£5.00)
Summary available: Health and Community Care Research Findings No.58/2007


Use of Anti-Social Behaviour Orders in Scotland: DTZ and Heriot-Watt University (2007) (Web only)

Summary available: Environment Research Findings No.34/2007

Summary available: Environment Research Findings No.34/2007


Tackling the Abuse of Off-Street Parking for People With Disabilities in Scotland: Transport and Travel Research Ltd. (2007) (Web only)
Summary available: Transport Research Findings No.7/2007
Summary available: Crime and Justice Research Findings No.3/2007

The Work of the Safe City Centres and Safe Town Centres Initiatives: Reid Howie Associates. (2007) (Web only)


Scottish Executive Website Evaluation Study 2007: Jill Staniforth, Jo Fawcett, Sue Granville, Alex Hillman (George Street Research) and Simon Shakeshaft Associate. (2007) (Web only)
Summary available: Public Services and Government Research Findings No.2/2007

Summary available: Housing, Regeneration and Planning Research Findings No.1/2007

Housing Aspirations: Sue Clegg, Alice Coulter, Gareth Edwards (BMRB Social Research) and Valerie Strachan (Tribal). (2007) (Web only)
Summary available: Housing, Regeneration and Planning Research Findings No.4/2007

The Impact of Local Antisocial Behaviour Strategies at the Neighbourhood Level: John Flint, Steve Green, Caroline Hunter, Judy Nixon, Sadie Parr, Jules Manning and Ian Wilson (Sheffield Hallam University), Hal Pawson and Emma Davidson (Heriot Watt University) and Diana Sanderson (Mill Mount Consulting). (2007) (Web only)

Summary available: Health and Community Care Research Findings No.59/2007

Tensions Between Allocations Policy and Practice: Amanda Britain, Janet Kennedy, Jenny Tate and Alan Torrance (Craigforth). (2007) (Web only)
Summary available: Housing, Regeneration and Planning Research Findings No.3/2007

An Evaluation of Local Authority Antisocial Neighbour Noise Nuisance Services: Anna Evans, John Boyle, Steven Gardner, Charlotte Hay and Kirstin Patterson (DTZ Consulting & Research). (2007) (Web only)
Summary available: Environment Research Findings No.1/2007

Summary available: Crime and Justice Research Findings No.5/2007


Summary only available: Crime and Justice: Civil Justice Research Findings No.4/2007

Scrutiny and the Public: Qualitative Study of Public Perspectives on Regulation, Audit, Inspection and Complaints Handling of Public Services in Scotland: Jane MacLardie, Lorraine Murray, Kate Sewel (Ipsos MORI), Michael Adler, Stewart Black, Simon Halliday, Jackie Gulland and Enid Mordaunt. (2007) (Web only)
Summary available: Public Services and Government Research Findings No.1/2007

Summary available: Education and Training Research Findings No.2/2007

Social Sector Rents in Scotland: Steve Wilcox, Tony O’Sullivan and Gillian Young. (2007) (Web only)
Summary available: Housing, Regeneration and Planning Research Findings No. 2/2007

Developing an Operating Cost Index for Scottish Local Authority Landlords: An Exploratory Analysis: Newhaven Research Ltd. and Professor Steve Wilcox. (2007) (Web only)
Summary available: Education and Training Research Findings No.1/2007

Summary available: Housing Regeneration and Planning Research Findings No.5/2007

A Review of Literature on Effective Interventions that Prevent and Respond to Harm Against Adults: Halina Kalaga, Professor Paul Kingston (Centre for Ageing and Mental Health. Staffordshire University) with assistance from: Bridget Penhale (University of Sheffield) and Dr. JoyAnn Andrews (Staffordshire University). (2007) (Web only)

Summary only available: Housing, Regeneration and Planning Research Findings No.7/2007

Examining the Impact of EU Enlargement and the Introduction of the UK Citizenship Test on Provision of English for Speakers of other Languages (ESOL) in Scotland: Shane Beadle and Nicole Silverman (GHK Consulting Ltd). (2007) (Web only)

Summary available: Public Services and Government No.2/2007

Summary only available: Crime and Justice Research Findings No.7/2007

Attitudes to Discrimination in Scotland: 2006: Catherine Bromley, John Curtice and Lisa Given (Scottish Centre for Social Research). (2007) (£5.00)
Summary available: Equalities Research Findings No.1/2007

Evaluation of Individual Learning Accounts Scotland (ILA Scotland) – Learning Providers and Intermediary Agencies Studies: Professor Jim Gallagher, Victoria Boyd, Dr Robert Ingram, Dr Beth Crossan, Joanne Brodie, Paula Cleary and Nuala Toman (Glasgow Caledonian University (GCU)). (2007) (Web only)
Summary available: Education & Training Research Findings No.4/2007

Residential Mobile Homes in Scotland: Mark Bevan (Centre for Housing Policy, University of York). (2007) (£5.00)
Summary available: Housing, Regeneration and Planning Research Findings No.6/2007

Supporting People Unit Costs: Peter Wood, Valerie Strachan, Chris Adams, Pippa Leary (Tribal Consulting). (2007) (Web only)
Supporting People: Costs and Benefits: Tribal Consulting. (2007) (Web only)

Agri-Environment Schemes in Scotland: A Survey of Participants and Non-Participants: Will Manley and Graham Smith (Royal Agricultural College). (2007) (Web only)

Public Awareness and Perceptions of Mediation in Scotland: mruk research. (2007) (£5.00)

A Community Profile of EU8 Migrants in Edinburgh and an Evaluation of their Access to Key Services: Pam Orchard, Andrzej Szymanski and Nad’a Vlahova; (Edinburgh Cyrenians). (2007) (Web only)

The Effectiveness of Housing Land Audits in Monitoring Housing Land Supply in Scotland: Robin Holder and Helen Pickles (Turley Associates). (2008) (Web only)
Summary available: Housing, Regeneration and Planning Research Findings No.8/2008

Summary available: Housing, Regeneration and Planning Research Findings No.9/2008

Effectiveness of Interventions to Prevent Suicide and Suicidal Behaviour: A Systematic Review (Report and Annotated Bibliography): Maria Leitner, Wally Barr and Lindsay Hobby. (2008) (Web only) Summary available: Health and Community Care: Research Findings No.60/2008


Housing Issues for Older People in Rural Areas: Mark Bevan and Karen Croucher (Centre for Housing Policy, University of York). (2008) (Web only)


Millennium Cohort Study: Exploration of Some Distinctive Results for Scotland: Edited by Shirley Dex (Centre for Longitudinal Studies, University of London). (2008) (Web only)


Implementing the Action Programme for Nitrate Vulnerable Zones in Scotland: Farming Practices and Awareness: Andrew Barnes, Luiza Toma, Clare Hall (Scottish Agricultural College) and Joyce Willock (Queen Margaret University College). (2008) (Web only) Summary available: Environment Research Findings No.2/2007


Drivers of Youth Out-Migration from Rural Scotland. Key Issues and Annotated Bibliography: Professor Lynn Jamieson and Dr Leslie Groves (Centre for Research on Families and Relationships). (2008) (Web only)

Closing the Opportunity Gap Programme: Phase 1 Evaluation (Report and Annexes): John H McKendrick & Stephen Sinclair (Scottish Poverty Information Unit); Danielle Mason & Nicola Smith (Centre for Economic and Social Inclusion); Morag Gillespie (Scottish Poverty Information Unit) and Paul Bivand, Sean Moley & Daniel Tyler (Centre for Economic and Social Inclusion). (2008) (Web only) Summary available: Poverty Research Findings No.1/2007


Individual Learning Accounts (ILA) Scotland - Learners Study: BMRB Social Research. (2008) (Web only)
Summary available: Education and Training Research Findings No.5/2008

2007 Scottish Child Contact Survey: mruk research Ltd. (2008) (Web only)

Summary available: Housing, Regeneration and Planning Research Findings No.13/2008


Evaluation of Regional Selective Assistance (RSA) in Scotland: 2000-2004: Mark Hart (Kingston University), Nigel Driffeld (Aston University), Stephen Roper (Aston University) and Kevin Mole (University of Warwick). (2008) (Web only)
Summary available: Business and Industry Research Findings No.1/2008

Safety, Risks and Outcomes from the Use of Injecting Paraphernalia: Jenny Scott (University of Bath). (2008) (Web only)
Summary available: Crime and Justice Research Findings No.10/2008

Summary available: Equalities Research Findings No.2/2008


Summary available: Health and Community Care Research Findings No.62/2008

Summary available: Housing, Regeneration and Planning Research Findings No.12/2008

Summary available: Crime and Justice Research Findings No.11/2008

Summary available: Public Services and Government Research Findings No.3/2008

Public Attitudes to Broadcasting in Scotland: Catriona West and Ruth Stevenson (TNS System Three). (2008) (Web only)
Summary available: International Research Findings No.13/2008

An Assessment of the Value of Planning Agreements in Scotland: Raymond McMaster, Graham U’ren, John Carnie, Gilmour Strang and Steven Cooper (2008) (Web only)
Summary available: Housing, Regeneration and Planning Research Findings No. 11/2008

Summary available: Health and Community Care Research Findings No.63/2008

Summary available: Public Services and Government Research Findings No.4/2008


Evaluation of the Pilot Relocation Advisory Service: Phase 2: Jane MacLardie and Lorraine Murray (Ipsos MORI). (2008) (Web only)
Summary available: International Research Findings No.12/2008

Summary available: Housing, Regeneration and Planning Research Findings No.14/2008
Summary available: Health and Community Care Research Findings No.64/2008

Scotland’s Environmental and Rural Services (SEARS): Exploring User Experiences: David Primrose (George Street Research). (2008) (Web only)
Summary available: Agriculture, Fisheries and Rural Affairs Research Findings No.2/2008


Evaluation of the Futurebuilders Scotland Funding Programme: EKOS Ltd. (2008) (Web only)
Summary available: Public Services and Government Research Findings No.5/2008

Scoping Study: Support for Social Enterprise Start-Ups: EKOS Ltd. (2008) (Web only)
Summary available: Public Services and Government Research Findings No.6/2008

The Effectiveness of Interventions to Address Health Inequalities in the Early Years: A Review of Relevant Literature: Angela Hallam (Scottish Government). (2008) (Web only)
Summary available: Health and Community Care Research Findings No.65/2008

Summary available: Housing, Regeneration and Planning Research Findings No.17/2008

Turning up the Volume: The Vulnerable Witnesses (Scotland) Act 2004: Patsy Richards, Sue Morris and Eddie Richards (Morris Richards Ltd). (2008) (Web only)
Summary available: Crime and Justice Research Findings No. 13/2008

Summary available: Health and Community Care Research Findings No.66/2008

Summary available: Housing, Regeneration and Planning Research Findings No.16/2008

Effective Services for Substance Misuse and Homelessness in Scotland: Evidence from an International Review: Nicholas Pleace (Centre for Housing Policy, University of York). (2008) (Web only)
Summary available: Crime and Justice Research Findings No.12/2008 (Web only)

Exploring the Link Between Transport and Culture: Steer Davies Gleave. (2008) (Web only)
Summary available: Transport Research Findings No.9/2008

Monitoring and Evaluating the Effects of Land Reform on Rural Scotland: A Scoping Study and Impact Assessment: Bill Slea, Kirsty Blackstock, Katrina Brown, Rachel Dilley (Macaulay Institute); Peter Cook, John Grieve (Rural Development Company); and Andrew Moxey (Pareto Consulting). (2008) (Web only)
Summary available: Agriculture, Fisheries and Rural Affairs Research Findings No.1/2008

Summary available: Public Services and Government Research Findings No.7/2008

Summary available: Housing, Regeneration and Planning Research Findings No.15/2008

Consultation on Proposals for a Scottish Climate Change Bill: Analysis of Responses: Reid Howie Associates. (2008) (Web only)
Summary available: Environment Research Findings 3/2008

Summary available: Health and Community Care Research Findings No.68/2008
Summary available: Health and Community Care Research Findings No.69/2008


Summary available: Transport Research Research Findings No.10/2008

Summary available: Transport Research Research Findings No.11/2008 (Web Only)

Overview of Evidence Relating to Shifting the Balance of Care: A Contribution to the Knowledge Base: Lucy Johnston, Clare Lardner and Ruth Jepson. (2008) (Web only)

Children’s Participation in Culture and Sport: Vickie Chamberlain, Kate Sewell and Simon Braunholtz (IpsosMORI). (2008) (Web only)
Summary available: Arts and Culture Research Findings No.1/2008

Access to Bank Finance for Scottish SMEs: Professor David North, Dr Robert Baldock, Dr Ignatius Ekanem (CEEDR (Centre for Enterprise and Economic Development Research, Middlesex University Business School)), Professor David Deakins, Geoff Whittam, Janette Wyper (PERC (Paisley Enterprise Research Centre, University of West of Scotland). (2008) (Web only)


Evidence on Tackling Hard to Treat Properties: Prof Susan Roaf, Dr Keith Barker and Andrew Peacock (School of the Built Environment, Heriot Watt University and SISTech Ltd). (2008) (Web only)

Evaluation of the Angus Gold Project (a partnership approach to digital education and social inclusion): Richard Ward, Julie Ferguson and Sue Murray (Centre for Older Person’s Agenda, Queen Margaret University). (2008) (Web only)
Summary available: Public Services and Government Research Findings No.8/2008

Evaluation of the Scottish Recovery Indicator Pilot in Five Health Board Areas in Scotland: Joanne McLean (Scottish Development Centre for Mental Health) and Indiya Whitehead (Scottish Development Centre for Mental Health). (2008) (Web only)
Summary available: Health and Community Care Research Findings No.67/2008

Reducing Drug Users’ Risk of Overdose: Andrew Rome, Katie Boyle (Figure 8 Consultancy Services Ltd) and April Shaw (Scottish Drugs Forum). (2008) (Web only)


Further information on any of the above is available by contacting:

Dissemination Officer
The Scottish Government
Office of Chief Researcher
4th Floor West Rear
St Andrew's House
Regent Road
Edinburgh EH1 3DG
Email: socialresearch@scotland.gsi.gov.uk
Or by accessing the website:
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/socialresearch
Better Together:
Scotland's Patient Experience Programme

Building on the Experience of NHS Patients and Users